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MODEL PROJECTIVE TWISTS AND GENERALISED LANTERN
RELATIONS.
BRUNELLA CHARLOTTE TORRICELLI
Abstract. We use Picard-Lefschetz theory to introduce a new local model for the planar
projective twists τAP2 P SympctpT˚AP2q, A P tR,Cu. In each case, we construct an exact
Lefschetz fibration pi : T˚AP2 Ñ C with three singular fibres, and define a compactly supported
symplectomorphism ϕ P SympctpT˚AP2q on the total space. Given two disjoint Lefschetz
thimbles ∆α,∆β Ă T˚AP2, we compute the Floer cohomology groups HFpϕkp∆αq,∆β ;Z{2Zq
and verify (partially for CP2) that ϕ is indeed isotopic to (a power of) the projective twist in
its local model.
The constructions we present are governed by generalised lantern relations, which provide an
isotopy between the global monodromy of a Lefschetz fibration and a fibred twist along an S1-
fibred coisotropic submanifold of the smooth fibre. We also use these relations to generate non-
exact fillings for the contact manifolds pST˚CP2, ξstdq, pST˚RP3, ξstdq, and study two classes
of monotone Lagrangian submanifolds of pT˚CP2, dλCP2q.
1. Introduction
1.1. Dehn twists. Given a Lagrangian sphere L – Sn embedded in a symplectic manifold
pM2n, ωq, there is a compactly supported symplectomorphism of M called the Dehn twist
along L, and denoted by τL P SympctpMq. Any Dehn twist τL P SympctpMq is defined in a
neighbourhood of L Ă M2n by a local model Dehn twist ; the standard Dehn twist along the
zero section of the cotangent bundle pT ˚Sn, dλT˚Snq. The construction and well-definedness of
these symplectomorphisms rests on the fact that the tangent bundle to a sphere has a periodic
geodesic flow, and the geodesics have a common period.
In their local model given by the cotangent bundle, Dehn twists have infinite order in the
symplectic mapping class group pi0pSympctpT ˚Snqq ([Sei00]), and in some cases it is known that
a Dehn twist generates the mapping class group of the cotangent bundle–this has been verified
for τS2 P pi0pSympctpT ˚S2qq in [Sei98b].
In a global context, it is a non-trivial task to distinguish between a (power of a) Dehn twist
and the identity in the symplectic mapping class group pi0pSympctpMqq, especially because the
smooth isotopy class of such a symplectomorphism is often trivial.
The first non-local examples of Dehn twists symplectically non-trivial (in fact, of infinite sym-
plectic order) were found in Seidel’s early investigations ([Sei98a], [Sei00]).
The emergence of symplectic Picard-Lefschetz theory apported a new range of methodologies
that are currently widely used in the field to study symplectic mapping class groups. In this
context, the remarkable feature that makes Dehn twists so important is that they are the class
of symplectomorphisms that correctly codifies symplectic monodromy maps associated to nodal
degenerations. Technically, this means that the monodromy of a Lefschetz fibration is isotopic
to a product of Dehn twists along Lagrangian spheres of the smooth fibre (by the symplectic
Picard-Lefschetz formula ([Sei03, Sei08]).
On the other hand, in the exact setting, any Dehn twist τL along a Lagrangian sphere L Ă pM,ωq
can be realised as the monodromy of a Lefschetz fibration with smooth fibre pM,ωq. In this
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case, the monodromy of an exact Lefschetz fibration can never be isotopic to the identity in the
symplectic mapping class group ([BGZ19], [Tor20]), so Dehn twists are an important source of
non-trivial symplectomorphisms of exact symplectic manifolds.
1.2. Projective twists. One of the limitations of Dehn twists lies in their very definition; their
existence is subject to the existence of embeddings of Lagrangian spheres. But the topology of
a symplectic manifold could present obstructions to the existence of such spheres (this is the
case for example for CPn and CPn ˆ CPn). As a result, in such circumstances it is difficult
to apply many of the standard techniques involving Dehn twists or Lefschetz fibrations for the
study of the symplectic mapping class group.
Seidel introduced ([Sei00]) a wider class of symplectomorphisms defined from Lagrangian sub-
manifolds with periodic geodesic flow; among these are notably spheres (in which case the
symplectomorphisms are squared Dehn twists) and projective spaces. This paper focuses on
the latter class of symplectomorphisms, that we call projective twists (the appellation Dehn
will be associated exclusively to Dehn twists along spheres). We use Picard-Lefschetz theory to
establish a local model for the standard projective twists τRP2 , τCP2 in the symplectic mapping
class group of their respective cotangent bundles.
Unlike their spherical cousins, projective twists have not been in the spotlight of research in
symplectic toplogy. In this case too, the definition of projective twist requires the existence of
a Lagrangian embedding of a projective space, which might impose even stronger topological
restrictions to the ambient manifold. Moreover, many results given by Picard-Lefschetz theory
do not apply for these maps.
Nevertheless, there are a series of results that suggest that projective twists do have interesting
properties of the caliber of Dehn twists; Evans [Eva11], Harris [Har11], Mak-Wu [MW18], and
the author [Tor20].
In parallel to projective twists, another class of symplectomorphisms has been introduced, that
of fibred twists; symplectomorphisms defined in the first instance by Biran-Giroux and later
in more generality by Perutz ([Per07]). Fibred twists are defined as compactly supported
symplectomorphisms that act as Dehn twist on the fibres of a coisotropic manifold V Ñ B,
spherically fibred over a symplectic manifold pB,ωq. One important property of fibred twists,
which echoes the symplectic Picard-Lefschetz formula, is that fibred twists can be realised
as monodromies of so called Morse-Bott-Lefschetz (MBL) fibrations, a class of fibrations which
admits singularities generated by Morse-Bott degenerations ([Per07]). Other properties of these
maps have emerged from [CDvK14], [WW16].
Projective twists can be identified with S1-fibred twists, in a local model in which the coisotropic
submanifolds are given by the unit cotangent bundles ST ˚APn, A P tR,C,Hu. The symplectic
decompositions we analyse in Section 2.3 (derived from [Bir01]),
CPn – DT ˚RPn Y C, C :“
#
z P CPn,
nÿ
i“0
z2i “ 0
+
,(1)
and
CPn ˆ CPn – DT ˚CPn Y Σ, Σ :“
#
pz, wq P CPn ˆ CPn,
nÿ
i“0
ziwi “ 0
+
(2)
deliver a better understanding of the S1-fibred coisotropics defining the fibred twists associated
to projective twists.
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1.3. Results. Since projective twists can be viewed as fibred twists, it should be possible to
generate global results from the MBL fibration picture. The challenge to work in the MBL
setting is that that total space of Morse-Bott-Lefschetz fibrations is in general not exact, as the
singular locus (a smooth submanifold of the singular fibre) often admits rational curves. This
fact is not irrelevant as it can induce complications related to loss of compactness of moduli
spaces of pseudo-holomorphic curves.
In this paper we focus on finding local models for real and complex projective twists in dimension
two, and we manage to do so from a Lefschetz fibration perspective which relies on generalised
lantern relations, according to which the global monodromy of an exact Lefschetz fibration
coming from a Lefschetz pencil is always isotopic to a fibred Dehn twist in the boundary of
the fibre. We use (generalised) lantern relations to construct a local model of planar projective
twists from a Lefschetz fibration perspective.
We employ the decompositions (1), (2) to define Lefschetz fibrations pi : T ˚AP2 Ñ C, A P tR,Cu,
on the projective cotangent bundles, derived from a Lefschetz pencil of hyperplanes on the
projective varieties pCP2, ωFSq, pCP2ˆCP2, ωFS‘ωFSq. The generalised lantern relations ((39)
and (57)) force the total (ungraded) monodromy of these fibrations to preserve every vanishing
cycle. We can use this property, together with a construction of [Sei15], to build compactly
supported symplectomorphisms ϕ P SympctpT ˚AP2q. The construction involves lifting a Dehn
twist along an annulus in the base C to a symplectomorphism Φ2pi of the total space, that we
adjust to a compactly supported symplectomorphism ϕ P SympctpT ˚AP2q.
We measure the Floer theoretical action of ϕ on a Lefschetz thimble by computing the Floer
cohomology groups HFpϕkp∆αq,∆β;Z{2Zq for elements ∆α,∆β in a distinguished basis of Lef-
schetz thimbles. In the real case, we can combine these computations with the knowledge of
the mapping class group pi0pSympctpT ˚RP2qq ([Eva11]) to obtain:
Theorem 1. The symplectomorphism ϕ P SympctpD˚RP2q is isotopic to a power of the projec-
tive twist τkRP2, k P Z.
In the complex case, very little is known about pi0pSympctpT ˚CP2qq; we know for example
about the existence of exotic projective twists ([Tor20]), but only in higher dimensions. As a
consequence, we can only deliver a partial result based on our Floer cohomological computations.
Theorem 2. The symplectomorphism ϕ P SympctpD˚CP2q is of (symplectic) infinite order.
For both A P tR,Cu, we then compare our results with the groups (computed in [FS05])
HFpτAP2pTx˚ q, Ty˚ ;Z{2Zq for cotangent fibres Tx˚ , Ty˚ Ă T ˚AP2 and a speculative comparison
with the wrapped Floer group HWpTx˚ , Tx˚ ;Z{2Zq. We conjecture that a similar construction
applied to a Lefschetz fibration pi : D˚HP2 Ñ C would give rise to a model HP2-twist (see the
discussion in Section 7).
Additional results are obtained by utilising generalised lantern relations to operate so called
“monodromy substitutions”. We show that these operations can produce strong fillings of unit
cotangent bundles (Sections 7.3.2, 7.3.3).
As another byproduct of our results we obtain information on monotone Lagrangian submani-
folds L – S1 ˆ S3 Ă pT ˚CP2, dλCP2q.
Theorem 3. There are two distinguished Lagrangian isotopy classes of Lagrangian submanifolds
T1, T2 – S1 ˆ S3 Ă T ˚CP2
1.4. Organisation of the paper. Section 2 is mostly a summary of the aspects of Picard-
Lefschetz theory we use in our constructions. In Section 2.3 we provide an explicit description
of the model projective twists seen as S1-fibred twists (as in [Per07]). In Section 2.5, we explain
the generalised lantern relation, an isotopy that relates the monodromy of a Lefschetz fibration
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arising from a Lefschetz pencil, and a fibred twist along the normal bundle of the base locus of
the pencil.
In Section 3, we follow [Sei15] to construct a compactly supported symplectomorphism ϕ on the
total space of an exact Lefschetz fibration pi : E Ñ C. In Section 4 we use a spectral sequence
to compute Floer cohomology of two Lefschetz thimbles, one of which has been twisted by the
map ϕ P SympctpEq.
In Section 5 and 6 we explain how the constructions of the first half of the paper can be
applied to Lefschetz fibrations pi : T ˚AP2 Ñ C to produce local models for the projective twists
τAP2 P SympctpT ˚AP2q, A P tR,Cu.
Section 7 presents a short summary of additional results obtained by deploying the theoretical
devices developed in this article.
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6.3 via the map (55) and Agust´ın Moreno, who provided helpful comments on Section 7.3,
and mentioned [Oba20] to me. I also want to thank Jeff Hicks and Navid Nabijou for helpful
discussions.
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Last but not least, I wish to express my sincere gratitude to my family and friends, who
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2. (Morse-Bott-) Lefschetz fibrations
The aim of this section is to illustrate the existing model for projective twists, in their pre-
sentation as monodromies of Morse-Bott-Lefschetz fibrations (2.3). To serve this purpose, we
first recall the basic properties of Lefschetz and MBL fibrations (2.1, 2.2). Towards the end, we
focus the discussion on Lefschetz fibrations arising from Lefschetz pencils (2.4,2.5).
2.1. Exact Lefschetz fibrations. We summarise the definitions and assumptions required
when discussing exact Lefschetz fibrations in this paper. The notation is mainly taken from
[Sei08, Section (15a)].
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The version of Lefschetz fibration we consider is tailored for Liouville manifolds, a class of
symplectic manifolds whose convexity properties facilitate the implementation of Floer theory,
in the sense that pseudo-holomorphic curves are well-behaved on such manifolds.
Definition 2.1. A Liouville manifold of finite type is an exact symplectic manifold pW,ω “
dλW q, λW P Ω1pW q such that there exists a proper function h : W Ñ r0,8q and c0 ą 0 with the
following property. For all x P pc0,8q, the vector field Z (called Liouville vector field) dual to
λW (called Liouville form) satisfies dhpZqpxq ą 0. W is called complete if the Liouville vector
field is complete.
A closed sublevel set M :“ h´1pr0, csq of a Liouville manifold pW,dλW q is a compact symplectic
manifold with contact type boundary pH :“ h´1p0q, λW |Hq, and it is called a Liouville domain.
A Liouville domain pM,dλM q admits a symplectic completion to a Liouville manifold pW,ωq :“
pMYH BMˆr0,8q, dprαqq, where r is the coordinate on R and pΣ “ BM,α “ λ|Hq is its contact
boundary.
Definition 2.2. A Liouville domain pM,dλM q admits an almost complex structure of contact
type near the boundary JM , i.e satisfying dh˝JM “ ´λM (where h is a function as in Definition
2.1). It extends to an almost complex structure J on the completion satisfying
‚ Jp BBr q “ Z, where Z is the Liouville field on the completion
‚ J is invariant under translations in the r-direction
‚ J |M “ JM .
The extension of an almost complex structure of contact type near the boundary to an almost
complex structure on the cone at infinity as above will be called cylindrical at infinity.
We will only consider Liouville manifolds that are complete and of finite type, which we can
identify as the union of a Liouville domain W with a non-compact end, equipped with an almost
complex structure cylindrical at infinity.
Let pE2n`2,ΩE , λEq be an exact symplectic manifold with corners and pD,ωDq the unit disc
with Liouville form λD such that λD|BD ą 0 and ωD “ dpλDq. Consider a map pi : E Ñ D
whose only critical points, i.e points in Critppiq :“ tx P E|Dxpi “ 0u, are non-degenerate (hence
finitely many, w.l.o.g at most one in each fibre). Let Critvppiq be the set of critical values of pi.
Definition 2.3. Let JE be an almost complex structure on pE,ΩE , λEq and j is the standard
almost complex structure on D. An exact symplectic Lefschetz fibration on E is a pJE , jq-
holomorphic map with the properties above and the following additional features.
‚ For any z R Critppiq, the smooth fibre pM :“ pi´1pzq, ωM :“ ΩE |pi´1pzq, λM :“ λE |pi´1pzqq
is a Liouville domain pM,dλM q.
‚ The boundary BE has two components of codimension 1, the vertical boundary BvE :“
pi´1pBDq, and the horizontal boundary BhE; the two intersect at a codimension 2-corner.
‚ pi : E Ñ D is proper and the restriction pi|BvE : BvE Ñ BD is a smooth fibre bundle.
‚ There is an open neighbourhood V 1 Ă DˆM of DˆBM , an open neighbourhood V Ă E
of BhE and a fibrewise diffeomorphism f : V 1 Ñ V such that
f˚pλEq “ λD ` λM(3)
The subspace TEv :“ kerpDpiq Ă TE is symplectic and its symplectic complement defines a
canonical connection TEh, so that for x R Critppiq there is a splitting TxE “ TxEv ‘ TxEh.
This induces parallel transport maps, which are well defined by the triviality condition at the
horizontal boundary.
Definition 2.4. A tuple pJE , jq is called compatible with pi if the following holds.
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‚ pi is pJE , jq-holomorphic, i.e Dpi ˝ JE “ j ˝Dpi and there is a complex structure J0 such
that JE “ J0 in a neighbourhood of Critppiq.
‚ The restriction Jvv :“ JE |M is an almost complex structure of contact type compatible
with the Liouville form λM , and in a neighbourhood V of BhE as above, the almost
complex structure is a product f˚pJEq “ pj, Jvvq.
‚ ΩEp¨, JE ¨q is symmetric and positive definite.
This choice of almost complex structure is not generic. However, the space of compatible
almost complex structures on the total space of an exact Lefschetz fibration is contractible
([Sei03, Section 2.1]).
A fibration as above can be extended to an exact fibration without boundary, by completing the
vertical and the horizontal boundary. In the fibre direction, it suffices to add a cylindrical end
pBM ˆr1,8qqˆD (completing every fibre to a Liouville manifold). The base can be completed
to C (see for example [MS10, Section 2]), but in this case require some additional properties.
In that case, the condition on the neighbourhood of BhE is replaced with the corresponding
condition on an open set of E whose complement is relatively compact when restricted to each
fibre. The base of such a fibration will be the complex plane C, and vertical boundary BvE is
replaced with a set pi´1pCzDq, for a compact disc D Ă C. The properness assumption on pi
cannot hold anymore, and the set of critical points is assumed to be compact.
Let pi : E Ñ C be an exact Lefschetz fibration with smooth fibre pM,ωq, m ` 1 critical fibres
and associated critical values w0, . . . , wm Ă DR, for a disc DR Ă C of radius R. Fix a base
point “at infinity”, z˚ P C, such that <pz˚q " R, and use it to fix a representative of the
symplectomorphism class of the smooth fibre pi´1pz˚q –M .
Definition 2.5. (1) A vanishing path associated to a critical value wi P Critvppiq is a prop-
erly embedded path γi : R` Ñ C with γ´1i pCritvppiqq “ t0u, such that outside of a compact
set containing the critical values, the image of γi is a horizontal half ray at height λi P R:
DT ą R such that @t ą T, =pγiptqq “ λi.(4)
(2) A distinguished basis of vanishing paths for pi is a collection of m ` 1 disjoint paths
pγ0, . . . γmq Ă C defined as above, admitting an ordering defined by the heights, satisfying
λ0 ă λ1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă λm. For all i “ 0, . . . ,m, the fibres lim
tÑ8pi
´1pγiptqq will be symplectically
identified with the smooth fixed fibre pi´1pz˚q.
(3) The corresponding basis of Lefschetz thimbles is the unique set of Lagrangian submani-
folds p∆γ0 , . . . ,∆γmq Ă E which project to γ0, . . . , γm via pi. Given a Lefschetz thimble
L, define its height as the value hpLq :“ λ from (4). For a pair of thimbles pL0,L1q set
L0 ą L1 if hpL0q ą hpL1q holds.
(4) We get an associated basis of vanishing cycles pV0, . . . , Vmq where for all i “ 0, . . . ,m,
Vi “ B∆γi “ ∆γi XM ĂM.
Lefschetz thimbles and vanishing cycles are exact Lagrangians in the total space and fibre
respectively.
‚ A Lefschetz thimble L Ă E is an exact (i.e λ|L is exact), Lagrangian disc, which is
preserved by the flow of the vector field Bz on the base C.
‚ A vanishing cycle V ĂM is an exact Lagrangian sphere which comes with an equivalence
class in of diffeomorphisms Sn Ñ V defined up to the action of Opn ` 1q (called a
framing).
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Figure 1. A distinguished basis of vanishing paths pγ0, . . . , γmq
Definition 2.6. We call global monodromy a symplecticomorphism φ P SympctpMq obtained by
parallel transport anticlockwise around a loop encircling all the critical values of the fibration,
see also (21).
By the symplectic Picard-Lefschetz theorem ([Sei08, (16c)]), the global monodromy is isotopic
to the product of Dehn twists along the vanishing cycles pV0, . . . , Vmq,
φ » τV0 ¨ ¨ ¨ τVm P SympctpMq(5)
Given the data tM, pV1, . . . , Vmqu, there is an exact Lefschetz fibration pi : E Ñ C with fibre
pM,ωq, and vanishing cycles pV0, . . . , Vmq Ă M , unique up to Liouville isomorphism (exact
symplectomorphism) ([Sei08, (16e)]). Hurwitz moves (the action of the braid group Brm`1 as
in [Sei08, (16d)]) on the set of vanishing cycles also preserves the isomorphism class of the total
space.
2.1.1. Gradings. Let pM,ωq be a symplectic manifold satifying 2c1pTMq “ 0. In this situation,
it is possibe to define a notion of Z grading–for Lagrangian submanifolds, symplectomorphisms,
and Floer cohomology groups.
The assumption 2c1pMq “ 0 implies the existence of a nowhere vanishing section of the bundle
K2M :“ p
Źn TMqb´2; a complex quadratic form that we denote by η2M . Consider the squared
phase map, i.e
αM : GrpTMb2q Ñ S1, αM pV q “ η
2
M ppv1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ vnq2q
|η2M ppv1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ vnq2q|
,(6)
where v1, . . . , vn is a basis of V P GrpTMq.
Definition 2.7. A graded Lagrangian is a pair pL,αLq consisting of a Lagrangian submanifold
L ĂM with an associated map αL : LÑ R such that expp2piiαLpxqq “ αM pTLxq.
Definition 2.8. A graded symplectomorphism is a pair pφ, αφq consisting of a symplectomor-
phism φ P SymppMq and a map αφ : GrpTMq Ñ R satisfying expp2piiαφpV qq “ αM pDφpV qqαM pV q .
Let pi : E Ñ C be an exact Lefschetz fibration with smooth fibre M . A grading on the base
and a (choice of) grading on the total space induces a compatible grading on M as follows.
Consider the bundle of relative quadratic forms K2E{C “ pi˚pK´2C q b K2E . For any regular value
of the fibration z P C, there is a (canonical) isomorphism K2E{C|Ez – K2Ez , which determines a
quadratic complex volume form η2Ez on smooth fibres Ez “ pi´1pzq (see [Sei08, Section (15c)]).
This enables to upgrade symplectic parallel transport maps to graded symplectomorphisms in
the sense of Definition 2.8. In Section 2.4 we explain the grading shift associated to the global
monodromy for the fibrations under study.
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2.2. Morse-Bott-Lefschetz fibrations. Lefschetz fibrations can be regarded as a special
case of Morse-Bott-Lefschetz (MBL) fibrations, a class of fibrations which admits singularities
more degenerate than ordinary double points. Their monodromies are symplectomorphisms
cousins to Dehn twists, called fibred twists ([Per07]). We briefly introduce this class of sym-
plectomorphisms, and their local models as monodromies of MBL fibrations, since projective
twists (as formalised in [Sei00] via the geodesic flow), can be regarded as a special type of
fibred twists (see discussion in Section 2.3).
Let D be a disc with standard almost complex structure j, and pE,ΩEq a p2n ` 2q-manifold
with a closed 2-form ΩE and an almost complex structure JE . A MBL fibration pi : E Ñ D is
defined by a tuple pE,ΩE , pi, JE , jq satisfying the same properties as a Lefschetz fibration, with
the exception that the critical locus Critppiq Ă E can be a set of smooth sumanifolds Bi of (real)
codimension 2ki ` 1, ki ě 0 ([Per07, Definition 2.1]). Namely, the Hessian form of pi is only
required to be non-degenerate only in the normal direction to Critppiq. Note that in general the
two form on the total space cannot be made exact and the singular locus might admit rational
curves (see Section 7.3 for concrete manifestations of this phenomenon).
As the name indicates, the singularities of these fibrations are modelled around Morse-Bott
singularities; every critical point in a component Qi P Ecrit of the singular locus has a neigh-
bourhood with coordinates px1, . . . xnq such that in that neighbourhood,
pipx0, . . . xnq “
kiÿ
j“0
x2j .(7)
A MBL fibration is characterised by its smooth fibre pM,ωq and its “fibred vanishing cycles”, a
set of submanifolds of the smooth fibre playing a role analogous to vanishing cycles of a Lefschetz
fibration. Fibred vanishing cycles are defined as sets of points in the generic smooth fibre that
are mapped into the critical locus via the limit parallel transport maps. For any component Bi
of the critical locus, the associated fibred vanishing cycle is a coisotropic submanifold of M with
the structure of a sphere bundle Vi Ñ Bi. The analogy with vanishing cycles is that the image
of Vi under the limiting parallel transport into Bi collapses the spherical fibres of Vi ([Per07,
Section 2.1]).
Fibred vanishing cycles constitute a characterising piece of data of a MBL fibration, and the
monodromy of a model MBL fibration with smooth fibre pM,ωq, one singularity with critical
locus B and associated fibred coisotropic V Ñ B is given by the fibred twist τV P SympctpMq
around V [Per07, Theorem 2.16]. On the other hand, any fibred twist can be realised as
monodromy of such a MBL fibration ([Per07, Section 2.4.1]).
We briefly recall the definition of a special case of fibred twist, when the coisotropic is an
S1-bundle V Ñ B.
Let pW,ωW q be a symplectic manifold, and V ĂW be a coisotropic submanifold admitting the
structure of an S1-bundle V Ñ Q over a symplectic manifold pQ,ωQq. Assume the structure
group of the bundle is SOp2q » S1, so that there is a principal S1-bundle P Ñ Q and a bundle
isomorphism V – P ˆS1 S1, and (by the coisotropic neighbourhood theorem), a neighbourhood
U of V ĂW is isomorphic to a neighbourhood of P ˆS1 S1 in the symplectic associated bundle
P ˆS1 T ˚S1 (as in [WW16, Theorem 2.4, Definition 2.7]). Note that this neighbourhood is just
a collar neighbourhood of the contact hypersurface V .
Definition 2.9. (1) Local fibred twist. Let τS1 : T
˚S1 Ñ T ˚S1 the standard S1-Dehn
twist. Then
τlocprx, pt, θqsq “ rx, τS1pt, θqs.
defines a compactly supported symplectomorhism τloc P SympctpP ˆS1 T ˚S1q.
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(2) Fibred twist along V . For ε ą 0, let ψ : PˆS1DT ˚S1 Ñ U be the symplectomorphism
of neighbourhoods. Then
τV :“
"
ψ ˝ τloc ˝ ˝ψ´1 on U
Id on W zU
defines a compactly supported symplectomorphism in SympctpW q.
Remark 2.10. When pW,ωW q is a Weinstein manifold coming from a decomposition of a po-
larised manifold pX,ωX ,Σq as X –WYΣ (see Definition 2.11), where pΣ, ωΣq is the symplectic
hypersurface, then there is an obvious principal S1-bundle p : P Ñ Σ, (obtained as principal
S1-bundle associated to the line bundle determined by the hypersurface), called the prequanti-
sation bundle. The contact boundary pBW,αq admits the structure of an S1-fibred coisotropic
BW – P ˆS1 S1 Ñ Σ.
Every fibred twist construction occurring throughout the paper will be associated to a
coisotropic submanifold as in the above remark.
2.3. Models of projective twists via MBL degenerations. In this section we explain the
relation between projective twists and S1-fibred twists–known to the experts but not elucidated
in the existing literature–and study S1-bundles V Ñ Q as in Definition 2.9, which can be used
to construct a MBL fibration with monodromy the fibred twist τV » τAP2 ,A P tR,Cu.
Definition 2.11. (1) A polarised symplectic manifold is a closed sympelctic manifold
pX,ωXq together with a smooth and reduced symplectic hypersurface Σ Ă X whose ho-
mology class rΣs P H2n´2pXq represents the Poincare´ dual to krωs P H2pX;Zq for some
k P N.
(2) A polarised Ka¨hler manifold is a tuple pX,ωX , J,Σq comprising of a Ka¨hler manifold
pX,ωX , Jq that is also a polarised symplectic manifold pX,ωX ,Σq.
Remark 2.12. Given a polarised manifold pX,ωXq with symplectic hypersurface pΣ, ωΣq, the
complement W :“ XzΣ carries the structure of a Liouville domain pW,dαq with contact form α
obtained as follows. The boundary BW can be identified to a principal S1-bundle p : pP, αq Ñ Σ
(derived from the line bundle determined by Σ Ă X), where α is a connection 1-form with
curvature dα “ ´p˚ωΣ and such that the vector field definiting the principal S1-action on X
coincides with the Reeb vector field of α.
A polarised Ka¨hler manifold admits a symplectic decomposition as follows.
Theorem 2.13. [Bir01, Theorem 1.A] Let pX,ωX , J,Σq be a polarised Ka¨hler manifold. There
exists an isotropic CW-complex Ξ Ă X whose complement, the open dense subset pXzΞ, ωXq,
is symplectomorphic to a standard symplectic disc bundle modeled on a disc normal bundle
Dε1NΣ{X , for ε1 ą 0.
Throughout the paper, we will use this decomposition in two particular situations, in which
the isotropic CW complex is a smooth Lagrangian submanifold of the given polarised Ka¨hler
manifold.
Example 2.14. [Bir01, 3.1.2] Let X “ pCPn, ωFSq and Σ :“ tz20 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` z2n “ 0u Ă CPn be the
smooth quadric. Then
Ξ “ trz0 : ¨ ¨ ¨ : zns P CPn|zj P R for all 0 ď j ď nu » RPn(8)
is a smooth Lagrangian in CPn. For ε1 ą 0, there is a disc normal bundle Dε1NΣ{CPn , and by
Theorem 2.13 a decomposition
CPn – RPn YDε1NΣ{CPn .(9)
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As Ξ » RPn Ă CPn is a smooth Lagrangian, Weinstein’s neighbourhood theorem delivers a
symplectomorphism between a neighbourhood of RPn Ă pCPn, ωFSq and a neighbourhood of
the zero section RPn Ă pT ˚RPn, dλT˚RPnq. Therefore, for some ε ą 0, there is a conformal
symplectomorphism CPnzΣ – DεT ˚RPn.
We infer that the sphere cotangent bundle ST ˚RPn Ă pT ˚RPn, dλT˚RPnq has the structure of
S1-fibred coisotropic
ST ˚RPn Ñ Σ.(10)
Example 2.15. [Bir01, 3.3] Let X “ pCPn ˆ CPn, ωFS ‘ ωFSq with homogeneous coordinates
prx0 : ¨ ¨ ¨ : xns, ry0 : ¨ ¨ ¨ : ynsq, and Σ :“ třni“0 xiyi “ 0u Ă CPn ˆ CPn. Then
Ξ “ tprx0 ¨ ¨ ¨ : xns, rx0 : ¨ ¨ ¨ : xnsq, rx0 ¨ ¨ ¨ : xns P CPnu » CPn(11)
is a smooth Lagrangian in CPn ˆ CPn.
As Ξ » CPn Ă CPnˆCPn is a smooth Lagrangian, Weinstein’s neighbourhood theorem delivers
a symplectomorphism between a neighbourhood of CPn Ă pCPn ˆ CPn, ωFS ‘ ωFSq and a
neighbourhood of the zero section CPn Ă pT ˚CPn, dλT˚CPnq. Then, for some ε ą 0, there is a
symplectomorphism pCPn ˆ CPnqzΣ – DεT ˚CPn.
Then the sphere cotangent bundle ST ˚CPn Ă pT ˚CPn, dλT˚CPnq has the structure of S1-fibred
coisotropic
ST ˚CPn Ñ Σ.(12)
the hypersurface Σ Ă CPn ˆ CPn can be identified with the set of pairs
Σ – tpX,Y q, X is a line in Cn`1, Y is a 2-plane in CPnwith X Ă Y u Ă CPn ˆ CPn.
This admits a projection
(13)
Σ ÝÑ CP2
pX,Y q ÞÝÑ X.
that realises the hypersurface Σ as the projectivised cotangent bundle Σ – PpTh˚olCPnq. This
means that the S1-fibred coisotropic (12) can be identified with the bundle ST ˚CPn Ñ
PpTh˚olCPnq, which corresponds the S1-bundle obtained as the sphere bundle of the universal
line bundle associated to PpTh˚olCPnq.
In the two-dimensional case the Lagrangian Ξ – CP2 is the “antidiagonal”, and Σ Ă CP2ˆCP2
is a Flag threefold embedded in CP2 ˆ CP2. Write the Flag 3-fold (flag manifold of complete
flags ins C3)
Fl3 :“ tpX,Y q, X Ă C3 is line through 0 , Y Ă CP2 is a plane such that X Ă Y u,(14)
then we can parametrise lines X by the first CP2 factor, and planes Y by the second CP2 factor
so that in coordinates we obtain the identification Fl3 –
!ř2
i“0 xiyi “ 0
)
“ Σ.
We notice the following. Consider the Flag 3-fold as the set of pairs pX,Y q as in (14). The
projection (13) gives Fl3 – PpTh˚olCP2q.
Lemma 2.16. For A P tR,Cu, consider APn with the standard Riemannian metrics g, and
a circle bundle of radius r P p0, 1q of pT ˚APn, dλT˚APnq, denoted by V :“ ST ˚APn “ ptv P
T ˚APn; }v}g “ ru, λAPnq. Then V Ă T ˚APn is an S1-fibred coisotropic submanifold, and the
S1-fibred twist of Definition 2.9 is isotopic to the projective twist τAPn in SympctpT ˚APnq as
defined in [Sei00, 4.b.].
Proof. The submanifold V Ă T ˚APn defines a hypersurface of contact type with dλT˚APn “ α,
for a contact form α P Ω1pST ˚APnq. The Reeb vector field associated to α is the (co)geodesic
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flow, and since the latter is periodic, and all orbits have the same period, it defines an S1-
fibration. On the other hand, V is naturally a coisotropic submanifold of the cotangent bundle,
and the characteristic (isotropic) foliation coincides with the Reeb flow–and therefore the with
the (co)geodesic flow. Hence the characteristic foliation is in fact an S1-fibration p : V Ñ Q,
where the leaf space Q inherits a symplectic structure ωQ satisfying p
˚ωQ “ dλT˚APn |V . A
careful inspection of the definitions of the two symplectomorphisms finished the proof. 
2.4. Geometry of Lefschetz pencils. In this paper we will construct exact Lefschetz fibra-
tions arising from pencils of hyperplane sections on a given algebraic variety. This subsection
is a short revision on the techniques involved.
Let X be an pn ` 1q-dimensional smooth projective variety, and let L Ñ X be an ample line
bundle. Let s0, s8 be linearly independent sections in H0pLq. Then
Σrλ:µs :“ tλs0 ` µs8 “ 0urλ:µsPCP1 Ă X(15)
defines a family of (projective) hypersurfaces. Assume Σ8 :“ Σr0:1s “ s´18 p0q is smooth, and
let Σ be another smooth fibre in the family. There is a rational function s0s8 : X 99K CP
1, not
defined on the base locus
B :“
č
rλ:µsPCP1
Σrλ:µs “ ts0 “ s8 “ 0u.(16)
The family is called a (algebraic) Lefschetz pencil if
(1) The base locus B is a smooth submanifold of X (of codimension 4).
(2) The map pX : XzB Ñ CP1 admits a (finite) set of non-degenerate critical points
CritppXq (and is a submersion away from CritppXq. Denote the set of critical values
by CritvppXq.
An algebraic Lefschetz pencil satisfies (deduced by the above description)
(3) In a neighbourhood of p P B there are local coordinates pz0, . . . , znq such that B “ tz0 “
z1 “ 0u and pXpz0, . . . , znq “ z2z1 .
(4) In a neighbourhood of p P CritppXq there are local coordinates pz0, . . . , znq such that
pXpz0, . . . , znq “ z20 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` z2n.
The smooth fibres F of pX are affine varieties F – ΣzB Ă Σ. A natural way of turning a
Lefschetz pencil into a Lefschetz fibration is to perform a blow-up of X at the base locus B;rX :“ BlBX “ tpz, yq P CP1 ˆX : s0pyq “ zs8pyqu.(17)
Then the projection map rp : rX Ñ CP1 defines a Lefschetz fibration over CP1 with closed fibres,
each of which contains a copy of the base locus embedded as a smooth hypersurface. The
exceptional divisor of the blow up is given by the projectivisation of the normal bundle to B,
E “ PpNB{Xq.
Recall that there is an isomorphism rXzE – XzB. The geometry of the blown-up space yields a
well known formula relating the Euler characteristics of the various components of a Lefschetz
pencil.
Lemma 2.17. Let X Ă CPN smooth variety of complex dimension n` 1. Let pΣrλ:µsqrλ:µsPCP1
be a Lefschetz pencil on X with base locus B, generic fibre Σ and pr ` 1q critical points, then
the Euler characteristics of X, Σ and B are related as follows:
χpXq “ 2χpΣq ´ χpBq ` p´1qn`1pr ` 1q.(18)

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Another strategy to define a Lefschetz fibration from the projection map of a Lefschetz pencil
is to remove the smooth generic fibre Σ8 “ s´18 p0q from the family (15). In the process, the
base locus is removed, and the restriction pX |XzΣ8 gives rise to a well-defined map
p : XzΣ8 ÝÑ C(19)
with affine fibres pF, ωF q.
Pencils as described above exist on any projective variety (see [Voi03, Lemma 2.10]). Donaldson
([Don96, Don99]) proved the existence of a Lefschetz pencil on any closed polarised symplectic
manifold pX,ωq, so the discussion above could be reformulated in that more general setting.
The map p can be completed into an exact Lefschetz fibration pi : E Ñ C with smooth fibres
Liouville manifolds pM,ωq exact symplectomorphic to a completion of pF, ωF q (see [Sei08, Sec-
tion (19b)] and [Sei01, Section (3A)] for this adaptation) which shares the same symplectic
invariants of p.
2.5. Generalised lantern relations. The symplectic Picard-Lefschetz formula expresses the
global monodromy of a Lefschetz fibration as the product of Dehn twists along the Lagrangian
vanishing cycles of the singularities. If the given Lefschetz fibration is induced by a (algebraic or
symplectic) Lefschetz pencil, then the global monodromy is isotopic to a fibred twist as follows.
Lemma 2.18. [see [Aur03, Section 2.4], [Gom04, Section 3]] Let pi : E Ñ C be an exact Lef-
schetz fibration obtained from a Lefschetz pencil on a smooth projective variety X (or a sym-
plectic polarised manifold) with base locus B. Assume pi has r` 1 critical fibres with associated
Lagrangian vanishing spheres pV0, . . . , Vrq, and let pM,ωq be the smooth exact fibre. Then there
is an isotopy in pi0pSympctpMqq:
τV0 ¨ ¨ ¨ τVr » τV(20)
where the map τV is a fibred twist along the S
1-fibred coisotropic submanifold V :“ BM Ñ B,
obtained as in Remark 2.12. We call the expression (20) a generalised lantern relation.
Consider the fibration rp : rX Ñ CP1 with closed fibre Σ, obtained by (symplectically) blowing
up the pencil at the base locus B. Given a set of generators p`0, . . . , `rq of pi1pCP1zCritvpp˜iqq,
the monodromy representation induced by parellel transport,
ψ : pi1pCP1zCritvprpq, ˚q Ñ SymppΣq{HampΣq(21)
gives a relation ψp`1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ ψp`rq “ Id in the symplectic mapping class group of the (closed)
fibre. The Picard-Lefschetz formula then implies that, for any basis of vanishing paths, the
product of Dehn twists in the vanishing spheres associated to the singularities is isotopic to the
identity:
φ :“ τV0 ¨ ¨ ¨ τVr » Id P SymppΣq.(22)
The Dehn twists are supported in a neighbourhood of the vanishing cycles, so the mon-
odromy representation preserves the base locus pointwise and the isotopy above can be lifted
to SympctpΣ, Bq, the group of symplectomorphisms of Σ fixing B pointwise.
On the other hand, the global monodromy φ twists the fibres of the unit sphere bundle SNB{Σ
of a disc normal bundle DεNB{Σ, ε ą 0, and it is not possible to lift the isotopy (22) to
SympctpΣzBq. Instead, we obtain
φ » τV P SympctpΣzBq(23)
where τV is the fibred twist along the coisotropic hypersurface V :“ SNB{Σ.
Recall the closed smooth fibre is polarised, and admits a decomposition into an affine part F
(whose completion is exact symplectomorphic to pM,ωq) and the base locus, so the coisotropic V
can be identified with the boundary of the affine fibre of the fibration p : XzΣ8 Ñ C. Moreover,
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V admits an identification with P ˆS1 S1 Ñ B, for the prequantisation bundle P Ñ B as in
Remark 2.12.
The monodromy of the fibration pi : E Ñ C is isotopic to the product φ, and hence also to the
fibred twist τV .
Remark 2.19. Lemma 2.18 assigns to an exact Lefschetz fibration pi : E Ñ C obtained from
a Lefschetz pencil, a fibred twist τV P SympctpMq, where pM,ωq is the smooth exact fibre of pi.
On the other hand, by the discussion of Section 2.2, there is a MBL fibration with fibre (exact)
symplectomorphic to pM,ωq and global monodromy φ » τV . We discuss further implications in
Section 7.3.
2.5.1. Grading of the monodromy. Let pi : E Ñ C be an exact Lefschetz fibration. If 2c1pTEq “
0, the symplectic parallel transport maps can be endowed with a grading. There is family of
pencils, to which we will restrict to in our applications, that induce Lefschetz fibrations with
this property. Consider a Lefschetz pencil defined by an ample line bundle L Ñ X over an
pn` 1q-dimensional projective variety X, satifying
Assumption A.
KX – Lb´d, d ą 0(24)
where KX is the canonical bundle of X, and d P 12Z.
Under this assumption, the global monodromy can be considered as a graded symplectomor-
phism, and we obtain a graded version of Lemma 2.18.
As before, let s0, s8 be linear independent sections of H0pLq generating the pencil. The image
of a section of Lb´d (which locally has the form sb´d8 ) under (24) is a pn` 1q-form, which has
a zero (d ă 0) or a pole (d ą 0) along Σ8 “ s´18 p0q. The image of sb´2d8 gives a trivialisation
of K2X , the bundle of quadratic forms, over the complement W “ XzΣ8, where it restricts to a
quadratic form η2X . The latter has an associated relative quadratic form η
2
X{dz2 (here dz is the
volume form on C).
Lemma 2.20. [Sei08, Section (19b)] Let pi : E Ñ C be an exact Lefschetz fibration with smooth
fibre pM,ωq. Assume pi is obtained from a Lefschetz pencil satisfying Assumption 24. The global
monodromy φ P SympctpMq acts as a shift on every graded closed exact Lagrangian V Ă M .
In other words, it acts by the identity equipped with a constant grading, and according to the
discussion above we have
φpV q » V r4´ 2ds.(25)
Proof. Let X be the projective variety on which the pencil is defined. The graded monodromy
around infinity acts on closed Lagrangians by a shift, which depends on the pole order of η2X{dz2.
Under the assumption (A), the relative quadratic form η2X{dz2 does not extend smoothly over
infinity– where the section s8 has a pole.
By (24), η2X has a pole of order 2d at infinity, while a standard argument shows that dz
2 has a
pole of order 4. Therefore, η2X{dz2 has a pole of order 2d´4 at infinity, and η1 :“ z4´2dpη2X{dz2q
is holomorphic. In particular, the phase function of η1 is preserved under parallel transport
around a large circle, which means that η2X{dz2 “ z2d´4η1 undergoes a phase shift of 2d ´ 4.
Then, by [Sei08, Section (11k)], the grading of the graded Lagrangian vanishing cycles Vi is
shifted as φpViq » Vir´p2d´ 4qs “ Vir4´ 2ds. 
Remark 2.21. Note that the a full rotation in the base increases the phase of dz2 by 2, so the
grading of an arc winding in the base will by altered by ´2 (again, by the sign change of [Sei08]).
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3. A compactly supported symplectomorphism of the total space
Adapting a construction from [Sei15], we build a compactly supported symplectomorphim
on the total space of a Lefschetz fibration pi : E Ñ C, under the assumption that the global
monodromy of pi fixes the isotopy class of every vanishing cycle (Assumption B).
Let pi : E Ñ C be an exact Lefschetz fibration with smooth fibre a Liouville domain pM,ωq (or
a Liouville manifold after completion), m` 1 critical values w0, . . . , wm Ă DR, where DR Ă C
is a disc of radius R ą 0. Fix a base point z˚ P C, <pz˚q " R, and use it to fix a representative
of the symplectomorphism class of the smooth fibre pi´1pz˚q –M .
Fix a basis of vanishing paths pγ0, . . . γmq and the corresponding set of Lagrangian vanishing
cycles pV0, . . . , Vmq in M following the conventions of Section 2.1.
Assumption B. For every i “ 0, . . . ,m, the total (ungraded) monodromy of the fibration pre-
serves every vanishing cycle, i.e there is φ P SympctpMq and an isotopy φ » τV0 ¨ ¨ ¨ τVm in
SympctpMq such that
@i “ 0, . . . ,m, φpViq “ Vi.
Let DR´2ε Ă DR´ε Ă C be two discs centered at the origin, of radii R´2ε and R´ε respectively,
containing all the critical values w0, . . . , wm. Via Assumption B, the map φ P SympctpMq has
support disjoint from the vanishing cycles, so it can be extended to an element of SymppEq
acting fibrewise as φ (on all fibres, including the critical ones).
We first consider an anticlockwise rotational vector field on the base, supported on DRzDR´2ε,
defined as follows. Let ψ : R` Ñ R` be a smooth function such that
(26)
ψprq “ 0 r ď R´ 2ε
ψ1prq “ 1 r ą R´ ε
Define a Hamiltonian function H : C Ñ r0,8q, Hpzq “ ψp|z|q and let pbtq be its associated
Hamiltonian flow. The 2pi-flow pb2piq defines a Dehn twist in the annulus A; this map acts as
the identity on DR´2ε, and as an anticlockwise 2pi rotation on CzintpDRq, and interpolates
between the two on A. For every t, pbtq can be lifted via parallel transport to a family of
symplectomorphisms pΦtq of the total space supported on pi´1pAq. The time 2pi-(lifted)flow,
that we denote by Φ2pi, covers the base twist b2pi, and it is fibre preserving over CzintpAq,
namely over DR´2ε and over CzintpDRq. In particular:
‚ Φ2pi acts fibrewise as the identity over DR´2ε.
‚ There is an isotopy over CzintpDRq, such that fibrewise Φ2pi|M » φ.
From the discussion above, the map φ´1 P SympctpMq can be extended to a symplectomorphism
φ˜´1 P SymppEq, and we consider the composition ϕ˜ :“ φ˜´1 ˝ Φ2pi. The symplectomorphism
ϕ˜ P SymppEq defines another lift of b2pi, so it is supported over the compact region DR. Hence
the support of ϕ˜ is disjoint from the “vertical boundary” pi´1pCzDRq.
However, ϕ˜ is not compactly supported away from the horizontal boundary: the problem being
the non-trivial action of ϕ˜ on pi´1pAq X BhE. In what follows we adjust the map by finding an
isotopy ϕ˜ » ϕ to a compactly supported symplectomorphim ϕ P SympctpEq.
The horizontal boundary BhE can be trivialised as in Definition 2.3: an open neighbourhoood
V Ă E of BhE admits an isomorphism (compatible with the Liouville forms and the almost
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complex structures) with an open neighbourhood of the trivial bundle C ˆ BM of the form
Uh – CˆMout Ă CˆM , where Mout ĂM is an open neighbourhood of BM .
The restriction of rϕ to that region can be written rϕ|Uh – τCˆ id, where τC is the Dehn twist in
a circle in C. The latter admits a symplectic isotopy with the identity, so there is a symplectic
isotopy supported in the non-compact region D ˆMout, so that τC ˆ Id » IdC ˆ Id.
Figure 2. The action of Φ2pi (left) and that of rϕ
4. Floer cohomology computations
This section focuses on the computation of Floer cohomology groups HF˚pϕkp∆αq,∆β;Z{2Zq,
where ∆α,∆β Ă E are disjoint Lefschetz thimbles of a Lefschetz fibration pi : E Ñ C admit-
ting a map ϕ P SympctpEq as defined in the previous section. In Section 4.2, we adapt a
spectral sequence from [MS10]. The Lagrangians thimbles we consider intersect cleanly, and
the spectral sequence encodes the data from [Poz´94] for Floer cohomology of clean intersecting
Lagrangians. The underlying idea is to approximate (or, in the best scenario, fully compute)
the Floer cohomology HFpϕkp∆αq,∆β;Z{2Zq by computing the singular cohomology of the
connected components Ci of the intersection ϕ
kp∆αq X∆β “ Ťi“0,...,k´1Ci, i.e
k´1à
i“0
H˚pCi;Z{2Zq ñ HFpϕkp∆αq,∆β;Z{2Zq.(27)
4.1. Floer cohomology conventions. The Lagrangian submanifolds occuring in the com-
putations are either vanishing cycles or vanishing thimbles of pi : E Ñ C with smooth fibre
pM,ωq:
‚ A pair pL0,L1q of exact Lagrangian thimbles of pE,ΩEq.
‚ A pair pV0, V1q of closed exact compact Lagrangians of pM,ωq.
The ground field for all the Floer cohomology rings is assumed to be Z{2Z; this avoids involving
spin structures.
In our applications, both types of Lagrangians admit a Z-grading. Recall that given a pair
pL0, L1q of exact closed Lagrangian submanifolds of M or of exact cylindrical Lagrangian sub-
manifolds of E, the grading shifts are compatible with Floer cohomology in the following sense
([Sei00, Section 2f])
HF˚pL1r`s, L2q “ HF˚´`pL1, L2q “ HF˚pL1, L2r´`sq, ` P Z.(28)
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4.1.1. Total space. Let pi : E Ñ C be an exact symplectic fibration (as in Definition 2.3) with a
cylindrical almost complex structure JE making pi pJE , jCq-holomorphic (Definition 2.4).
For non-compact Lagrangians such as vanishing thimbles, we set the following conventions. Fix
c ą R and K ą 0. Consider two Lagrangian thimbles L0,L1 Ă E projecting to vanishing paths
γ0, γ1 : R` Ñ C with hpLiq “ λi. For a point in the base z P C, let x :“ <pzq, y :“ =pzq.
Definition 4.1. For  ą λ1 ´ λ0, define a map H P C8pC,Rq satisfying
(29)
Hpxq “ 0 x ă c
H 1pxq “  x ą c`K.
Define the Hamiltonian vector field Y “ H 1pxqBy, and call its time-1 flow χ. An “admissible
bending” is a lift rχ of χ to the total space. If L0 is a Lagrangian thimble, then rχpL0q is a
another vanishing thimble isotopic to L0 and pip rχpL0qq “ χpγ0q.
Definition 4.2. The Floer cochain (with Z{2Z coefficients) of two Lagrangian thimbles L0,L1 Ă
E, is defined as CFpL0,L1q :“ CFpχpL0q,L1q, where the admissible bending is chosen such that
hp rχpL0qq ą hpL1q.
The Floer differential is defined as the count of solutions to the Cauchy-Riemann equation
with boundary conditions on pχεpL0q,L1q and with respect to an almost complex structure as in
Definition 2.3.
Given intersection points q´, q` P C pL0,L1q, let Mpq´, q`; JEq be the moduli space of (un-
parametrised) solutions u : R ˆ r0, 1s Ñ E to the (perturbed) Floer equation with Lagrangian
and asymptotic conditions
ups, 0q Ă L0, ups, 1q Ă L1.
lim
sÑ˘8ups, tq “ q˘.
and for q P C pL0,L1q, we set Bq “ řpPC pL0,L1qMpp, q; JEqxpy, for an almost complex structure
JE making pi a pJE , jCq-holomorphic projection. The choice is not generic, therefore a small
perturbation should be applied, and that preserves the arguments below.
The moduli spaces of curves as above are compact. Recall the thimbles are necessarily disjoint
from the horizontal boundary BhE (as every vanishing cycle is), and so is every intersection point
in C pL0,L1q. Near BhE, the almost complex structure become product-like, and a maximum
principe in the fibre implies the Floer solutions cannot reach the horizontal boundary.
For compactness in the base direction, we proceed as follows. By exactness, the action functional
gives a common upper bound for the energy of the curves in these moduli spaces, so Gromov
compactness applies (and there is no bubbling, again by exactness) and JE-holomorphic curves
cannot escape the domains bounded by the pair pL0,L1q.
As pi is pJE , jCq-holomorphic, the open mapping theorem forces JE-holomorphic curves bounded
by pL0,L1q to project to holomorphic curves bounded by pγ0pR`q, γ1pR`qq, and no non-trivial
strip in the total space can project to an open domain in the base.
Remark 4.3. By definition, for a distinguished basis of thimbles p∆0, . . . ,∆mq, we have
HFp∆j ,∆kq “ 0 for all j ą k.
4.1.2. Fibre. For Lagrangian vanishing cycles, the situation is fairly standard. For a pair
pV0, V1q Ă pM,ωq of closed exact Lagrangian submanifolds of the fibre, the Floer cohomol-
ogy groups HFpV0, V1;Z{2Zq are well defined (see for example [Sei08, Section 8]). We adopt the
same orientations for strips as above.
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4.2. A spectral sequence. For grading reasons, we assume that the exact Lefschetz fibration
pi : E Ñ C comes from a Lefschetz pencil satisfying Assumption (A) (this automatically implies
(B) via the lantern relation). Assume pi has regular fibre pM,ωq, m ` 1 critical fibres with
associated critical values Critv “ tw0, . . . , wmu Ă C. Let z˚ P C be a base-point with <pz˚q " 0,
fixing the smooth fibre pi´1p˚q – M . Fix a distinguished basis of vanishing paths pγ0, . . . , γmq
for the critical values, associated basis of Lagrangian vanishing thimbles p∆0, . . . ,∆mq. Call
pV0, . . . , Vmq ĂM the resulting basis of vanishing cycles in the fixed fibre. Choose two elements
of the basis ∆α,∆β, α, β P t0, . . . ,mu with the property that hp∆αq ą hp∆βq.
For the entire section, fix the isotopy class of the global monodromy φ » τV0 ¨ ¨ ¨ τVm with
φpViq “ Vi, i “ 0, . . . ,m.
The properties of the pencil ensure the existence of a symplectomorphism ϕ P SympctpEq as
constructed in the previous section.
4.2.1. Arcs in the base. Let R ą 0, and DR´2ε Ă DR Ă C two discs in the base (of radii R´ 2ε
and R respectively, for ε ą 0) containing the critical values. Let b2pi be a Dehn twist in the
annulus A “ DRzDR´2ε as defined in Section 3. Note that the image ϕp∆γq of the vanishing
thimble associated to a vanishing path γ is isotopic to the vanishing thimble ∆b2pipγq associated
to the twisted path b2pipγq.
For k P Z, set γkα :“ bk2pipγαq and ∆kα :“ ∆γkα . The vanishing paths are chosen such that
every component of the intersection γkα X γc is transverse. Call the set of intersection points
I :“ tz0, . . . , zk´1u, where z0 is the innermost and zk´1 the outermost intersection point.
Figure 3. The intersection pattern of the pair of paths pγkα, γβq
Consider the holomorphic strips bounded by the two arcs, and connecting the intersection points
of I. We can assign a grading to these points as follows. Fix degpz0q “ 0. This determines the
grading of every z`, ` “ 1, . . . , k ´ 1 as (see Remark 2.21)
degpz`q “ ` ¨ p´2q.(30)
For any z P I, we have ´2pk ´ 1q ă degpzq ă 0.
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The set I of intersection points admits an order relation: z´, z` P I satisfy z` ą z´ if there is
a sequence v1, . . . , vr : Rˆ r0, 1s Ñ C of holomorphic curves with bounded energy, of the form
vipRˆ t0uq Ă γkαpR`q, vipRˆ t1uq Ă γβpR`q,
lim
sÑ`8 vips, ¨q “ limsÑ´8 vi`1ps, ¨q,
lim
sÑ`8 v1ps, ¨q “ z`, limsÑ´8 vrps, ¨q “ z´,
In our case zk´1 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą z0 and the the base-grading of (30) is compatible with this order. In
fact, for z´, z` P I, degpz`q ą degpz´q ðñ z` ą z´.
4.2.2. Lagrangian vanishing cycles in the fibre. For every intersection point z P I, denote the
associated fibre by Ez :“ pi´1pzq and consider the Lagrangians
Vz,α :“ Ez X∆kα, Vz,β :“ Ez X∆β.(31)
The Lagrangians Vz,α, Vz,β Ă Ez are closed exact (and disjoint from the horizontal boundary), so
the Floer cohomology groups HFpVz,α, Vz,β ;Z{2Zq are well-defined (see Section 4.1) and admit
a Z-grading (see below). Note that for ` “ 1, . . . , k ´ 1, Vz`,α – ϕipVz0,αq » Vz0,αr` ¨ sϕs, where
sϕ is the degree shift we compute below.
4.2.3. Lagrangian thimbles in the total space. Each component of the intersection locus ∆kαX∆β
lying over zi P I is determined by the intersection of the pair pVzi,α, Vzi,βq Ă pi´1pziq. When
necessary, we consider a compactly supported fibrewise Hamiltonian perturbation of one of the
thimbles to make this intersection transverse. Then the cochain complex CFp∆kα,∆β;Z{2Zq is
generated by intersection points q P ∆kαX∆β, and its Floer cohomology is well-defined (Section
4.1).
Under the assumption 2c1pEq “ 0, all Lagrangian submanifolds of the total space can be
equipped with a grading, which induces a grading of the smooth fibres as in Section 2.1.1.
For our computations, it will be enough to consider a relative grading, obtained by fixing the
grading of the Lagrangians over the first intersection point z0 P I, and tracking the (grading)
shifts on the successive intersection loci caused by the action of ϕ.
The global monodromy is a graded symplectomorphism of the fibre, which operates a degree
shift given by 4 ´ 2d (Lemma 2.20). On the other hand, ϕ is a graded symplectomorphism of
the total space, and its grading shift is given by
sϕ :“ p4´ 2dq ´ 2 “ 2´ 2d,(32)
where the ´2 is the base contribution as in (30). We obtain, for ` “ 1, . . . k ´ 1,
HF˚pVz`,α, Vz`,β;Z{2Zq – HF˚pVz0,αr` ¨ p2´ 2dqs, Vz0,β;Z{2Zq – HF˚´`¨p2´2dqpVz0,α, Vz0,β;Z{2Zq.
(33)
4.2.4. Spectral sequence for Floer cohomology.
Proposition 4.4. There is a cohomological spectral sequence with bigraded differentials
dr : E
p,q
r Ñ Ep`r,q´r`1r , converging to HF ˚p∆kα,∆β;Z{2Zq. The starting page is generated
by
(34) Epq1 “
" ‘zPIp HFp`qpVz,α, Vz,β ;Z{2Zq ´2pk ´ 1q ď p ď 0
0 otherwise
where Ip :“ tz P I, degpzq ě pu Ă I.
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Proof. From now onwards, we will omit the coefficient field Z{2Z in the notation. The spectral
sequence is obtained as a special instance of of [MS10, Proposition 4.1], whose proof is adapted
below. Let pJtqtPr0,1s be a family of almost complex structures on E such that each tuple
pJt, jq is compatible with the fibration pi in the sense of Definition 2.4. Then, for a pair of
intersection points pq´, q`q P ∆kα X∆β we can define a relation q` ą q´ if there is a sequence
of Jt-holomorphic curves of bounded energy with
uipRˆ t0uq Ă ∆kα, uipRˆ t1uq Ă ∆β,
lim
sÑ`8uips, ¨q “ limsÑ´8ui`1ps, ¨q,
lim
sÑ`8u1ps, ¨q “ q`, limsÑ´8urps, ¨q “ q´.
If q` ą q´, then q˘ must either lie in the same fibre or their projection satisfy pipq`q ą pipq´q
in the ordering defined for intersection points on the base. This means that q` ą q´ implies
degppipq`qq ě degppipq´qq.
As noted in Section 2.1, the choice of almost complex structures is not generic, but by applying
a small perturbation to the family pJtq, these curves meet the usual regularity and compactness
requirements ([Sei03, Section 2.2]).
Let Ip :“ tz P I, degpzq ě pu Ă I, where the intersection points are graded as in 4.2.1;
this determines ´2pk ´ 1q ď p ď 0. The complex CFp∆kα,∆βq admits a filtration F ˚, where
each term F p is generated by the intersection points in pi´1pIpq. By definition of the ordering,
the Floer differential preserves F p so that there is an induced differential on F p{F p`1. This
gives rise to a spectral sequence, whose first page is given by the cohomology H˚pF p{F p`1q “
HFpVzp,α, Vzp,βq. The last equality holds since regular elements in the restriction to a regular
fibre MpVp,α, Vp,βq Ă Mp∆kα,∆βq also define regular elements in the original moduli space
Mp∆kα,∆βq (see original proof of [MS10] for details). 
4.3. The Floer complex CFpϕkp∆aq,∆cq. Recall that ∆α and ∆β are disjoint and hp∆αq ą
hp∆βq so HFp∆α,∆βq “ HFp∆0α,∆βq “ 0 (by the conventions of Section 4.1).
Lemma 4.5. The first power of ϕ satisfies
HF˚pϕp∆αq,∆βq “ HF˚p∆1α,∆βq – HF˚pVz0,α, Vz0,βq.(35)
Proof. If we consider the first power of the map ϕ, the vanishing paths associated to the two
thimbles intersect in a single point z0. Then there can be no “horizontal” Floer differential.
Namely, all generators are contained in pi´1pz0q, so any pseudo-holomorphic curve connect-
ing these generators must be confined in that fibre, as pi is pJE , jCq-holomorphic (and the
open mapping theorem applies). The spectral sequence then collapses at the first page, and
HF˚pϕp∆αq,∆βq – HF˚pVz0,α, Vz0,βq. 
Now let k ą 0, and I “ tz0, . . . , zk´1u be the set of intersection points in the base, with their
subsets Ip “ tz P I, degpzq ě pu. Then the nontrivial pp, qq-entries of the first page of the
spectral sequence (34) are given by
Epq1 “ ‘zPIp HFp`qpVz,α, Vz,βq – ‘p HFp`qpVz0,αrppd´ 1qs, Vz0,βq – ‘p HFp`q´ppd´1qpVz0,α, Vz0,βq
(36)
Lemma 4.6. The inclusion CF˚pVz0,α, Vz0,βq ãÑ CF˚pϕkp∆αq,∆βq is a cochain homomorphism
preserving the Floer product structure.
Proof. The element F 0 is generated by the intersection points in pi´1pz0q, which are generators
of CFpVz0,α, Vz0,βq.
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Figure 4. Top: the initial vanishing paths pγα, γβq, middle: the first power
pγ1α, γβq, bottom: the second power pγ2α, γβq.
As z0 is the innermost point, there can be no pseudo-holomorphic curve in the moduli space
Mp∆kα,∆βq associated to the Floer differential of z0, unless its image is fully contained in the
fibre pi´1pz0q (this follows by the conventions for Floer strips that we have adopted and the
open mapping theorem).
The generators of CFpVz0,α, Vz0,βq are closed under the Floer differential of the complex
CF˚p∆kα,∆βq, and cochains of CF˚pVz0,α, Vz0,βq must be cochains in CF˚p∆kα,∆βq. The Floer
product is also defined by a count of pseudo-holomorphic curves, so the same reasoning applies
to show that these curves must remain in the same fibre.

5. RP2 twist
From a pencil of quadrics on CP2, we define a Lefschetz fibration pi : T ˚RP2 Ñ C, with general
fibre M a 2-sphere with four punctures and three singular fibres (Section 5.1). The smooth fibre
M can be thought of as a plumbing of circles along two points; in this picture, the vanishing
cycles are the two Lagrangian cores and their surgery.
Using the construction of Section 3, we can define a non-trivial, compactly supported symplec-
tomorphism ϕ P SympctpT ˚RP2q of the total space, and prove that ϕ is isotopic to a nontrivial
power of the standard planar real projective twist τRP2 P SympctpT ˚RP2q.
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5.1. Lefschetz fibration. We begin by describing a Lefschetz fibration on T ˚RP2 arising from
from a Lefschetz pencil of quadrics on CP2 (this is a well-known case study in symplectic toplogy,
see for example [Aur03, Section 3.1]).
Consider a Lefschetz pencil Crλ:µs :“ tλs0` µs8 “ 0urλ:µsPCP1 on CP2, generated by sections of
OCP2p2q denoted by s0 and s8. In a generic family of conics, the curves intersect in a common
set of four points, the base locus B “ ts0 “ 0 “ s8u. Generically, there are three singular
curves in such a family, any of which has one singularity which is at most an ordinary double
point. Each singular conic is composed by two lines in CP2 containing two of the base points
each; three such configurations can arise (the number of critical fibres is given by the formula
(18)). The three associated vanishing cycles are the classes of circles which collapse to the
intersection of the two lines in each singular conic. Hence, each vanishing cycle in a smooth
fibre is represented by a loop encircling two points of the base locus (see Figure 5).
Figure 5. A smooth fibre of the pencil, and the three configurations of vanishing
cycles.
Let rz0 : z1 : z2s be homogeneous coordinates on CP2. There is a rational map
CP2 99K CP1, z “ rz0 : z1 : z2s ÞÑ rs0pzq : s8pzqs
sending each point to the hyperplane in CP2 containing it. By removing one of the smooth
fibres, for example Σ8 :“ s´18 p0q, we obtain a well defined map
p :“ s0
s8
: CP2zC8 ÝÑ CP1zt8u – C.(37)
This defines a Lefschetz fibration whose fibres are 2-spheres with four punctures (the base locus
B has been removed in the process) and base C.
Lemma 5.1. The total space W :“ CP2zC8 is exact symplectomorphic to a disc cotangent
bundle pDεT ˚RP2, dλRPnq, ε ą 0.
Proof. Follows from Example 2.14. 
The fibration (37) can be adjusted to become an exact Lefschetz fibration E Ñ C as in Section
2.1, whose (fibrewise) completion is Liouville isomorphic, after rounding off the corners, to a
Lefschetz fibration
pi : T ˚RP2 ÝÑ C(38)
with smooth fibres M isomorphic to four punctured 2-spheres. The vanishing cycles V0, V1, V2 Ă
M are exact Lagrangian circles which partition the four boundary components in three possible
configurations of pairs. There is only one Hamiltonian class for each vanishing cycle (each
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homotopy class has only one exact Lagrangian representative, by Stokes) and since DiffpS1q »
Op2q, there is a unique choice of framing.
Remark 5.2. In [Joh11, Section 3.1], the Lefschetz fibration induced by the Lefschetz pencil of
Section 5.1 is proved to be isomorphic to the complexification of a Morse function f : RP2 Ñ R
with three real critical values w0, w1, w2 of indices 0, 1, 2 (for a choice of Riemannian metric g
for which the pair pf, gq is Morse-Smale). An appropriate choice of pencil delivers a Lefschetz
fibration pi : D˚RP2 Ñ C such that Critppiq Ă RP2, pipRP2q Ă R and pi|RP2 “ f . In this setting,
one can ensure that there is a choice of thimbles intersecting the real locus RP2 in the total space
transversally at a single point. Then, as pi “ fC, the gradient flow of f can be identified with
a multiple of the parallel transport flow of pi, and a suitable choice of thimbles intersecting the
central Lagrangian RP2 transversely can be made globally isotopic to cotangent fibres of T ˚RP2.
5.2. Monodromy. In this section we study the monodromy properties of pi : T ˚RP2 Ñ C. Let
Critv “ tw0, w1, w2u be the set of critical values of pi. We fix a base-point z˚ P C, the smooth
fibre pi´1pz˚q –M (a four punctured sphere) and basis of vanishing paths pγ0, γ1, γ2q associated
basis of Lagrangian thimbles p∆0,∆1,∆2q and vanishing cycles pV0, V1, V2q ĂM .
Lemma 5.3. Let pd1, d2, d3, d4q Ă M be simple closed curves with di X Vj “ H (i “ 1, 2, 3, 4
and j “ 0, 1, 2), such that each di encircles a distinct boundary component of the fibre. The
global monodromy φ P SympctpT ˚RP2q of pi satisfies
φ :“ τV0τV1τV2 »
4ź
i“1
τdi .(39)
In particular, φ commutes with each individual twist, and preserves each vanishing cycle.
Proof. The expression (39) is the lantern relation (see for example [FM11, Proposition 5.1]),
a special instance of the generalised lantern relations of Section 2.4, according to which the
global monodromy is isotopic to the fibred twist in the circle bundle of the normal bundle to
B Ă CP1. In this low-dimensional case, SNB{CP1 is the union of the four boundary circles. The
isotopy (39) also implies that any cyclic permutation of τV0τV1τV2 defines the same element of
the mapping class group. 
The lantern relation forces the (ungraded) monodromy to act trivially on vanishing cycles.
However, if we consider φ as a graded symplectomorphism, it acts on vanishing cycles by a shift
determined as in Lemma 2.20. The line bundle L “ OCP2p2q associated to the conic Cα, and
the anticanonical bundle KCP2 “ Op´3q satisfy Assumption (A), with
Op´3q – Op2qb´ 32 .(40)
On graded Lagrangian vanishing cycles Vi ĂM , we therefore have the shift φpViq » Vir4´232 s “
Vir1s.
5.3. The real projective twist. Following the instructions of Section 3, we construct
a compactly supported symplectomorphism on the total space of the Lefschetz fibration
pi : T ˚RP2 Ñ C. Using the Floer theoretical computations for Lefschetz thimbles of Section 4.2,
we prove that ϕ is isotopic to a power of the projective twist τkRP2 P pi0pSympctpT ˚RP2qq, k P Z.
According to the conventions of Section 4.2, for j, k P t0, 1, 2u, j ‰ k any two thimbles ∆j ,∆k
are disjoint and satisfy hp∆jq ą hp∆kq if j ą k. Any element in the basis of vanishing cycles
pV0, V1, V2q Ă M satisfies Condition (B) by Lemma 5.3, so Section 3 yields a well-defined
compactly supported symplectomorphism ϕ P SympctpT ˚RP2q on the total space of the
Lefschetz fibration pi : T ˚RP2 Ñ C.
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V1
V0
V2
d3 d2
d1d4
Figure 6. The boundary circles around the punctures are disjoint and there-
fore the twists in the composition Π4i“1τdi commute (depiction of the fibre with
boundary components, before completion).
Let γk2 “ bk2pipγ2q and ∆k2 :“ ∆γk2 – ϕkp∆2q and I :“ γk2 pR`q X γ0pR`q “ tz0, . . . , zk´1u. Over
each intersection point z P I, the thimbles ∆k2 and ∆0 intersect in their vanishing cycles, which
are Lagrangian circles meeting at two points (see Figure 6)
Vz,0 X Vz,2 :“ tq´, q`u Ă pi´1pzq(41)
For each z P I, the Lagrangians pVz,0, Vz,2q trace four punctured strips between q´ and q`, so the
pairs pq´, q`q generate the Floer cohomology HF˚pVz,2, Vz,0;Z{2Zq – Z{2Z ‘ Z{2Z. Together
with Proposition 4.5, we obtain:
Proposition 5.4. The symplectomorphism ϕ P pi0pSympctpT ˚RP2qq is a non-trivial element of
the symplectic mapping class group. 
Endow the arcs in the base, the Lagrangian vanishing cycles in the smooth fibres and the
Lagrangian thimbles and with a Z-grading as in Section 2.1.1. Set degpz0q “ 0 and grade the
other intersection points as in Section 4.2.1, by degpz`q “ ´2` for ` “ 1, . . . , k ´ 1.
Let pq´0 , q`0 q be the pair of generators of CF˚pVz0,0, Vz0,2q. The Floer product structure on
CFpVz0,2, Vz0,0q can be identified with the product structure computed in [Sei01, (3.2)]. Since
CF˚pVz0,2, Vz0,0q ãÑ CF˚pϕkp∆2q,∆0q is an inclusion of cochain complexes (by Lemma 4.6), the
same product relations hold in CF˚pϕkp∆2q,∆0q. In particular, this product structure informs
on the grading of the generators pq´0 , q`0 q, which is zero in both cases. Therefore, we fix
HF˚pVz0,2, Vz0,0;Z{2Zq – Z{2Z‘ Z{2Z for ˚ “ 0.(42)
With these gradings, the non-trivial entries of the spectral sequence (36), generated by the Floer
cohomology groups of the vanishing cycles in the intersection fibres, are given by (see (36))
Epq1 “ ‘p HFp`qpVz0,2rppd´ 1qs, Vz0,0q – ‘p HF
1
2
p`qpVz0,2, Vz0,0q.(43)
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qZ{2Z2 0 0 0 0 2
0 0 Z{2Z2 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 Z{2Z2 0
p ´4 ´3 ´2 ´1 0
Equation 43. The shape of the spectral sequence for k “ 3.
Note that there is room for a nontrivial differential d2 : E
pp,qq Ñ Epp`2,q´1q, so it is not possible
to directly compute the Floer cohomology groups HFpϕkp∆2q,∆0q. However, using [Eva11], we
can infer the following.
Corollary 5.5. The symplectomorphism ϕ P pi0pSympctpT ˚RP2qq is isotopic to a power of the
projective twists τkRP2, k P Z.
Proof. By Proposition 5.4, ϕ is a non-trivial compactly supported symplectomorphism of
T ˚RP2. The symplectic mapping class group SympctpT ˚RP2q is known to be generated by
τRP2 ([Eva11]) so ϕ is sotopic to a power τ
k
RP2 , k P Z. 
We expect the rank of HFpϕkp∆2q,∆0q to increase linearly with k (see next section); if that was
indeed the case, ϕ would be forced to be isotopic to the projective twist, or its inverse.
5.3.1. Expected results. Let Nk :“ t0, 1 . . . , k ´ 1u. The Floer cohomology group are expected
to be of the shape
(44) HF˚pϕkp∆2q,∆0;Z{2Zq “
"
Z{2Z‘ Z{2Z ˚ “ ´Nk
0 .
Note that if all the differentials of the spectral sequence (43) vanish, (44) is the limit to which
the sequence converges to. The nature of the above prediction rests in a series of claims, some
of which are still in conjectureal state in the literature. We sketch the reasoning below.
Consider the symplectomorphism of the total space Φ2pi P SymppT ˚RP2q (called “global mon-
odromy” in [Sei09, Section 3]) we defined in Section 3.
Assume the total space has been smoothed to a Liouville domain with contact bound-
ary ST ˚RP2 and ∆0, ∆2 suitably deformed into Lagrangians with Legendrian boundary in
ST ˚RP2 to become objects of the wrapped Fukaya category WpT ˚RP2;Z{2Zq. Then the di-
rect limit limÝÑk HF˚pΦk2pip∆2q,∆0;Z{2Zq is expected to compute the wrapped Floer cohomology
HW˚p∆2,∆0;Z{2Zq (see [MS10, Remark 3.1], and see [BEE12, Appendix] for the formulation
in terms of symplectic cohomology).
Moreover, if we idenitify the thimbles with cotangent fibres Tq˚1 , Tq˚2 P T ˚CP2 (after completion
of the total space to a Liouville manifold), we obtain
limÝÑ
k
HF˚pΦk2pip∆2q,∆0q “ HW˚p∆2,∆0q – HW˚pTq˚1 , Tq˚2q – HW˚pTq˚1 , Tq˚1q(45)
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where the last isomorphism is induced by invariance under Hamiltonian isotopies of wrapped
Floer cohomology ([AS10, Section 3.1]).
Let ΩRP2 be the based loop space of RP2. By [AS06], there is an isomorphism
HW˚pTq˚1 , Tq˚1 ;Z{2Zq – H´˚pΩRP2q; which, combined with (45) yields the conjectural relation
limÝÑ
k
HF˚pΦk2pip∆2q,∆0q – H´˚pΩRP2;Z{2Zq(46)
Lemma 5.6. The homology of the based loop space ΩRP2 is given by
H˚pΩRP2; kq – krxs ‘ krxs(47)
x is a generator of degree 1, and k the ground field.
Proof. Consider the fibration Z{2ZÑ S2 Ñ RP2, and let PRP2 the space of based paths on RP2.
Pulling back the path-loop fibration ΩRP2 Ñ PRP2 Ñ RPn to S2 Ñ RP2 yield another fibration
ΩRP2 Ñ Z{2Z Ñ S2, see for example [May99, Section 5] (alternatively, this can be deduced
from the homotopy lifting property). Iterating this process we obtain ΩS2 Ñ ΩRP2 Ñ Z{2Z.
In this situation, despite having a disconnected base Z{2Z (and ΩRP2 has two components),
the fibration does have homotopy equivalent fibres, an explicit homotopy equivalence being the
following. Let γ be a fixed based loop in RP2 representing the non-trivial homology class. Then,
concatenation with γ defines a map from a component of ΩRP2 to the other; concatenating twice
gives a map from each component to itself. Therefore, H˚pΩRP2q – H˚pΩS2q ‘H˚pΩS2q, and
H˚pΩS2q – krxs, for x in degree 1. (The homology of based loop spaces of spheres is known
([FHT12, p.235]), and can be obtained by applying the Serre spectral sequence). 
Remark 5.7. The expected result (44) matches the computation of [FS05, Theorem 1.3].
6. CP2-twist
We find a Lefschetz fibration pi : T ˚CP2 Ñ C with smooth fibre a clean plumbing of 3-spheres
T ˚S3#S1T ˚S3 and three singular fibres (see Appendix B for the definition of clean Lagrangian
plumbing). The three vanishing cycles appear as the two core components of the plumbing, and
the surgery thereof.
Following the approach of Section 5, we build a symplectomorphism ϕ P SympctpT ˚CP2q on the
total space of pi : T ˚CP2 Ñ C.
We obtain strong evidence that the construction can be used as a local model for the projective
twist τCP2 (Proposition 6.12).
6.1. Lefschetz fibration on T ˚CP2. Let pCP2 ˆCP2, ωFS ‘ ωFSq with homogeneous coordi-
nates px, yq :“ prx0 : x1 : x2s, ry0 : y1 : y2sq on the first and second factor respectively. Fix a
hypersurface
Σ :“
#
2ÿ
i“0
xiyi “ 0
+
Ă CP2 ˆ CP2,(48)
obtained as the image of the embedding of the Flag variety Fl3 ãÑ CP2 ˆ CP2. Let s0, s8 be
sections of OCP2ˆCP2p1, 1q. Consider a pencil
Σrλ:µs :“ tλs0px, yq ` µs8px, yq “ 0urλ:µsPCP1 Ă CP2 ˆ CP2.(49)
A generic fibre of such a pencil is the three-fold Flag variety Fl3 Ă C3. Let Σ8 :“ s´18 p0q – Fl3
the smooth fibre “at infinity”. Then for a disc bundle DεT
˚CP2, ε ą 0, there is a symplecto-
morphism CP2 ˆ CP2zΣ8 – DεT ˚CP2 (see Example 2.15).
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Lemma 6.1. The base locus B is diffeomorphic to the 3-point blow up of CP2, B – CP2#3CP2,
equipped with its monotone symplectic form.
Proof. The base locus is a symplectic manifold of dimension 4, and since it is obtained as the
intersection of hyperplane sections of CP2 ˆCP2 of bidegree p1, 1q, its Chern class is a positive
class by the adjunction formula. Hence B is a monotone Fano (or Del Pezzo) surface, i.e a
non-singular projective algebraic surface with ample anticanonical divisor. Thus B is either
isomorphic to CP1 ˆ CP1 or to the blow up CP2#rCP2 at r points in general position, for
0 ď r ď 8 (see for example [Dem80]).
Embed CP2 ˆ CP2 in CP8 via the Segre embedding, and by Lemma 2.17, we know
χpBq “ 2χpFl3q ´ χpCP2 ˆ CP2q ` 3.(50)
Now χpCP2 ˆ CP2q “ χpCP2q2 “ 9 and the flag manifold Fl3 is known to have Euler charac-
teristic χpFl3q “ 3! “ 6, so that χpBq “ 6, and hence B – CP2#3CP2. 
Given a generic pencil of p1, 1q divisors (49), consider the map
p “ s0px, yq
s8px, yq : CP
2 ˆ CP2zΣ8 ÝÑ C.(51)
Adjust the fibration p to an exact Lefschetz fibration E Ñ C that completes to a Lefschetz
fibration Liouville isomorphic to
pi : T ˚CP2 ÝÑ C.(52)
In the next subsection we show that the fibre of pi is (exact) symplectomorphic to a plumbing
of 3-spheres along a circle.
Remark 6.2. Let f : CP2 Ñ r0, 4s be a Morse function on CP2 with three critical points of
indices 0, 2, 4. Let g be a Riemannian metric such that pf, gq is a Morse-Smale pair. Johns
([Joh08, Sections 3, 4.1,4.2]) constructs a Lefschetz fibration F : E1 Ñ D with three prescribed
vanishing 3-spheres, fibres given by the plumbing of two of the vanishing cycles, and satisfying
‚ CP2 embeds as a Lagrangian submanifold in E1.
‚ CritpF q “ Critpfq Ă CP2 and F |CP2 “ f : CP2 Ñ R.
‚ After smoothing the corners, the total space is conformally exact symplectomorphic to
DT ˚CP2.
6.2. Topology of the fibre: A MBL fibration on the affine Flag 3-fold. In this section we
enhance our understanding of the topology of the fibres of the Lefschetz fibration pi : D˚CP2 Ñ
C. The following construction is due to Jonny Evans. Let Fl3 be the Flag 3-fold embedded in
CP2 ˆ CP2 as in Example 2.15.
Consider a pencil of divisors; Yrλ:µs :“ tλpx0y0 ´ x2y2q ` µx1y1 “ 0urλ:µsPCP1 Ă Fl3.
The general hyperplane section of the Flag 3-fold (i.e a generic section of the pencil Yrλ:µs) is a
copy of the del Pezzo surface CP2#3CP2. The base locus of this pencil is the set Θ :“ tx0y0 “
x1y1 “ x2y2 “ 0u, composed of six lines L1ijk “ txi “ xj “ yk “ 0u, L1ijk “ tyi “ yj “ xku
where ijk is a permutation of 012. For all i, let zi “ xiyi. Remove a smooth fibre Y8 and define
a Morse-Bott Lefschetz fibration
p1 : Fl3zY8 Ñ C, prx0 : x1 : x2s, ry0 : y1 : y2sq ÞÑ x1y1
x2y2 ´ x0y0 .(53)
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The general fibre is isomorphic to pC˚q2 and there are three singular fibres over t0,˘1u isomor-
phic to C˚ ˆ pC_0 Cq; each critical fibre has a singular locus of which is a copy of C˚.
Lemma 6.3. This construction admits three 3-dimensional matching spheres of the total space,
which pairwise intersect cleanly along a circle.
Proof. There is a Hamiltonian T 2-action on CP2 ˆ CP2 given by
pθ, φq ¨ prx0 : x1 : x2s, ry0 : y1 : y2sq “ preiθx0 : x1 : eiφx2s, re´iθy0 : y1 : e´iφy2sq.(54)
This action preserves the fibres of p1 and exhibits three circles given by φ “ 0, θ “ 0 and
φ “ θ, each of which collapses in one of the singular fibres. Each pair of critical values can
be connected by an arc, and parallel transport along such arc collapses the fibre C˚ ˆ C˚ into
C˚ˆpC_0 Cq at each endpoint, where one of the three circles mentioned above collapses. This
means that over each arc, there is a matching 3-sphere obtained as union of two Morse-Bott
thimbles S1 ˆ D2 YS1ˆS1 D2 ˆ S1 along S1 ˆ S1 Ă C˚ ˆ C˚ in a smooth fibre. Each pair of
matching spheres meet in a critical fibre, cleanly along a circle: these intersection loci are the
three components of the critical locus. 
Lemma 6.4 (Evans). The symplectic completion of the affine Flag 3-fold M :“ Fl3zY8 is
symplectomorphic to the Lagrangian plumbing T ˚S3#S1T ˚S3 of three-spheres (which intersect
cleanly along the circles of Lemma 6.3). See Appendix B for the definition of clean Lagrangian
plumbing.
Proof. The lemma is proved by defining a pluri-subharmonic function Fl3zY Ñ R with skeleton
formed by the pair of Lagrangians 3-spheres over r´1, 0s and r0, 1s, meeting cleanly in a circle
over 0. 
Remark 6.5. The plumbing in the Lemma does not coincide with the construction in [Tor20].
The difference lies in the choice of trivialisation of the normal bundle of S1 inside the two
spheres, which in this case also determines the gluing of the two core components of the plumbing.
In this case, the framing is such that the surgery of the two spheres along S1 is again sphere.
6.3. Topology of the fibre: a bifibration. Consider p1, 1q-divisors on pCP2ˆCP2, ωFS‘ωFSq
given by a linear combination of monomials x0y0, x1y1, x2y2. This gives a rational map (in this
case, a net)
CP2 ˆ CP2 99K CP2(55)
prx0 : x1 : x2s, ry0 : y1 : y2sq ÞÝÑ rz0 “ x0y0 : z1 “ x1y1 : z2 “ x2y2s.(56)
The base locus of this map is the set Θ as in Section 6.2, so consider the well-defined restriction
q : CP2 ˆ CP2zΘ Ñ CP2.
The generic smooth fibre of q is isomorphic to pC˚q2; this is obtained after quotienting pC˚q3
by the C˚-action C˚ ¨ pxi, yiq “ pζxi, ζ´1yiq for all i P t0, 1, 2u ζ P C˚.
Over the coordinate lines tzi “ xiyi “ 0uztr1 : 0 : 0s, r0 : 1 : 0s, r0 : 0 : 1su of CP2, the fibration
is singular with singular fibres C˚ˆ pC_0 Cq. There are three such degenerations, one for each
factor of pC˚q3.
For every generic line ` :“ tb0z0 ` b1z1 ` b2z2 “ 0u, (bi ‰ 0) in the base CP2, the restriction of
the fibration over that line, q|`, defines an open subset of the Flag 3-fold in CP2 ˆ CP2 (exact
symplectomorphic to the plumbing M), that we denote by M`. This yields a pC˚q2-fibration
admitting three singular fibres, over the points in which ` intersects the coordinate axes. By
construction, such a restriction is isomorphic to a Morse-Bott-Lefschetz fibration with three
critical fibres, of the type of p1 : Fl3zY8 Ñ C encountered in Section 6.2.
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A deformation of ` in a family `rα:βs of lines in CP2 corresponds to a pencil of flag 3-folds in
CP2 ˆ CP2, and the restriction of q over `rα:βs, rα : βs P CP1 defines a Lefschetz fibration pi as
in Section 6.1.
In this family, consider a path δptq joining a generic line δp0q :“ `gen to a line δp1q “ `crit
passing through either of r1 : 0 : 0s, r0 : 1 : 0s, r0 : 0 : 1s; in the total space this traces a
family of Morse-Bott-Lefschetz fibrations of the type of p1, each with a configuration of three
singular fibres. As the path reaches `crit “ δp1q, two of the critical loci of this configuration
will come together over the singular restriction q|`crit and this produces a matching sphere for
the fibration, as described in Lemma 6.3. Namely, for any w P tr1 : 0 : 0s, r0 : 1 : 0s, r0 : 0 : 1su,
q´1pwq “ pC _ Cq ˆ pC _ Cq: as two of the singular points of q come together, two of the
original factors in pC˚q3 collapse, and after quotienting by the C˚-action, the degenerations are
recognisable as ordinary double points. As the restriction q|`crit defines a singular fibre for a
fibration of the type of pi, the matching spheres of p1 (Lemma 6.3) coincide with the vanishing
cycles of pi.
Remark 6.6. Any smooth fibre q´1pzq, z “ rz0 : z1 : z2s with zi ‰ 0 compactifies to q´1pzqYΘ “
CP2#3CP2. Note that this coincides with the base locus of the pencil in Lemma 6.1. For the
closure of the singular fibres, see [Tyu11, Section 2].
Let Br3 “ xa, b|aba “ baby the braid group on three strands. This group can be identified with
the fundamental group of 3-points configurations pi1pConf3pCqq.
There is a surjective group homomorphism Br3 Ñ S3 into the symmetric group, with kernel
generated by a2, b2, ab2a´1. This subgroup is called the pure braid group, denoted PBr3 :“
xa2, b2, ab2a´1y Ă Br3.
Lemma 6.7. There is a natural representation ρ : PBr3 Ñ pi0pSympctpT ˚S3#S1T ˚S3qq.
Proof. This is a consequence of the local description above. Consider a line ` Ă CP2 in the
base space of q, and the affine Flag 3-fold M` Ă CP2 ˆ CP2zΘ with associated Morse-Bott-
Lefschetz fibration M` Ñ C coming from the restriction q|`. As above, consider a deformation
of ` in a family of lines `rα:βs parametrised by rα : βs P CP1. Parallel transport along a loop
in `rα:βs, based at ` and encircling one of the three critical values of the family q|`rα:βs defines
a symplectomorphism of M` corresponding to the Dehn twist along a sphere in M` (either one
of the cores of the plumbing, or the surgery thereof). In the base of the MBL fibration, this
operation amounts to the action of an element of the pure braid group PBr3. This shows
that there is a representation ρ : PBr3 Ñ pi0pSympctpT ˚S3#S1T ˚S3qq that sends each of the
generators of PBr3 to one of the Dehn twists along the vanishing cycles of the original Lefschetz
fibration pi.

6.4. Monodromy and generalised lantern relations. Let pi : T ˚CP2 Ñ C be the Lefschetz
fibration discussed in the previous subsections, with Critv “ tw0, w2, w4u. Let z˚ P C be a base-
point, which fixes the smooth fibre pi´1pz˚q –M isomorphic to a plumbingM :“ T ˚S3#S1T ˚S3.
Choose a distinguished basis of vanishing paths pγ0, γ2, γ4q and associated vanishing thimbles
p∆0,∆2,∆4q (so any two of them, ∆j ,∆k are disjoint and satisfy hp∆jq ą hp∆kq if j ą k).
Let pV0, V2, V4q Ă M be the basis of vanishing cycles associated to the three singular points,
from which we define the Dehn twists τV0 , τV2 , τV4 P SympctpMq. The global monodromy of the
fibration pi is isotopic to τV0τV2τV4 .
Lemma 6.8. The global monodromy satisfies the generalised lantern relation
τV0τV2τV4 » τB P pi0pSympctpMqq(57)
where τB is the fibred twist in the unit normal bundle to base locus B “ CP2#3CP2 Ă CP2ˆCP2.
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a2
b2
ab2a´1
Proof. The discussion of Section 2.4 applies, for the pencil defined in Section 6.1. 
Recall that the monodromy can be made into a graded symplectomorphism, and that for the
pencil we consider, the canonical bundle KCP2ˆCP2 – OCP2ˆCP2p´3,´3q satisfies KCP2ˆCP2 “
Lb´3 where L :“ OCP2ˆCP2p1, 1q. So if V ĂM is a graded vanishing cycle, we have
φpV q » V r´2s.
Corollary 6.9. The global monodromy commutes with every single twist τVi for i “ 0, 2, 4.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 6.8. Note that the same result can also be obtained by consid-
ering the representation ρ : PBr3 Ñ pi0pSympctpT ˚S3#S1T ˚S3qq from Lemma 6.7, which sends
the generators a2, b2, ab2a´1 of the pure braid group to the Dehn twists τVi along the 3-spheres
Vi, i “ 0, 2, 4. 
6.5. A symplectomorphism ϕ P SympctpT ˚CP2q of infinite order. We define an element
of SympctpT ˚CP2q, following the instructions of Section 3. Using the techniques of Section 4.4,
we compute the Floer cohomology of two vanishing thimbles, one of which acted upon by a
power ϕk. We find that the rank of the Floer cohomology is given by 2k, which implies that
ϕ has infinite order in SympctpT ˚CP2q. Comparing our outcome with results of [FS05] and
predictions from wrapped Floer cohomology computations, we make the following conjecture.
Conjecture 6.10. The symplectomorphism ϕ is isotopic to the CP2-twist.
6.5.1. Floer cohomology computations. Let pi : T ˚CP2 Ñ C be the (completed) exact Lefschetz
fibration (52) with smooth fibre isomorphic to the plumbing of spheres pM “ T ˚S3#S1T ˚S3, ωq
and three vanishing 3-spheres pV0, V2, V4q Ă M . By Lemma 6.8, the ungraded monodromy
preserves the vanishing cycles, and the graded version shifts their grading as φpViq » Vir´2s.
Then Corollary 6.9 grants the well-definedness of the construction of Section 3, that we use to
build a compactly supported symplectomorphism ϕ P SympctpT ˚CP2q of the total space of the
Lefschetz fibration pi : T ˚CP2 Ñ C.
To compute the Floer cohomology group HFpϕkp∆4q,∆0;Z{2Zq, we utilise the spectral sequence
of Proposition 4.4, and much of the discussion for the RP2 case (Section 5.3) applies.
Over each intersection point z P I, the intersection of the thimbles is determined by the in-
tersection of their associated vanishing 3-spheres pVz,4, Vz,0q. The latter intersect cleanly in a
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circle Vz,4 X Vz,0 – S1. In a neighbourhood of the intersection locus, one can apply a pertur-
bation by a Morse function with two critical points (one minimum and one maximum), so that
after perturbing, the two vanishing cycles intersect in two points tq´, q`u Ă pi´1pzq, and the
latter generate the Floer complex CFpVz,4, Vz,0q in each fibre pi´1pzq. The generators tq´, q`u
represent non-trivial cocycles in CFpVzj ,4, Vzj ,0q, since the clean intersection Vz,4 X Vz,0 has one
component, and by exactness, the results of [Poz´94, Theorem 3.4.11] apply (see also[Sei98a,
Theorem 3.1]). It follows that the Floer cohomology of the vanishing cycles is the standard
cohomology (up to a grading shift ` P Z discussed below)
(58) @z P I, HF˚``pVz,4, Vz,0;Z{2Zq – H˚pS1;Z{2Zq – Z{2Z‘ Z{2Z.
By Lemma 4.5, we know that HF˚pϕp∆4q,∆0;Z{2Zq – Z{2Z ‘ Z{2Z generated by tq´0 , q`0 u.
On the other hand, HFpϕp∆4q,∆0;Z{2Zq “ 0 so we obtain:
Proposition 6.11. The symplectomorphism ϕ P SympctpT ˚CP2q is a non-trivial element of
the symplectic mapping class group. 
Let γk0 “ bk2pipγ4q and ∆k4 :“ ∆γk4 – ϕkp∆4q and I :“ γk4 pR`q X γ0pR`q “ tz0, . . . , zk´1u. Equip
the arcs in the base, the Lagrangian vanishing cycles in the smooth fibres and the Lagrangian
thimbles and with a Z-grading as in Section 2.1.1. Set degpz0q “ 0 and grade the other inter-
section points as in Section 4.2.1, by degpz`q “ ´2` for z` P I. The elements tq´, q`u Ă pi´1pzq
of any generating pair of the complex CF˚pVz,4, Vz,0;Z{2Zq must be shifted in their degrees as
degpq`0 q “ degpq´0 q ˘ 1. Namely, this shift is established by the Morse perturbation applied
above (see [Sei98a, (4.4)]). Set degpq´0 q “ ´1, degpq`0 q “ 0. This fixes
HF˚pVz0,4, Vz0,0;Z{2Zq – Z{2Z, ˚ “ ´1, 0
This choice determines the grading of the Floer cohomology groups HF˚pVz,4, Vz,0;Z{2Zq, for
every z P I. Inserting d “ 3 in the formula (36), we obtain, for ´2pk ´ 1q ď p ď 0,
Epq1 “
à
zPIp
HFp`qpVz,4, Vz,0q –
à
p
HFp`q´ppd´1qpVz0,4, Vz0,0q –
à
p
HFq´ppVz0,4, Vz0,0q.(59)
The position of the generators in the first page indicate that the spectral sequence does not
admit any non-trivial differential. Therefore, the sequence collapses at the first page, and we
have HFp∆k4,∆0q – ‘k´1j“0 HFpVzj ,4, Vzj ,0qk.
Theorem 6.12. Let Nk :“ t0, 1 . . . , k ´ 1u. The graded Floer cohomology groups are given by
(60) HF˚pϕkp∆4q,∆0;Z{2Zq “
"
Z{2Z ˚ “ ´4Nk, 4Nk ´ 1
0 .
In particular, omitting the gradings, HFpϕkp∆4q,∆0;Z{2Zq – pZ{2Z‘ Z{2Zqk.
Corollary 6.13. The symplectomorphism ϕ has infinite order in pi0pSympctpT ˚CP2qq.
Remark 6.14. The symplectic mapping class group pi0pSympctpT ˚CP2qq is not known, nor
whether it is solely generated by the standard projective twist τCP2. For example, potential gen-
erators could exotic CP2-twists, not Hamiltonianly isotopic to τCP2. However, exotic projective
twists have been observed only in dimensions n ě 18 ([Tor20]), so we cannot draw further
conclusions.
6.5.2. Comparisons. Let Tq˚1 , Tq˚2 Ă T ˚CP2 be two cotangent fibres at q1, q2 P CP2. We can
apply the observations of Section 44 to get
limÝÑ
k
HF˚pΦk2pip∆4q,∆0;Z{2Zq – HW˚p∆4,∆0;Z{2Zq –
– HW˚pTq˚1 , Tq˚2 ;Z{2Zq – HW˚pTq˚1 , Tq˚1 ;Z{2Zq.
(61)
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p ´4 ´3 ´2 ´1 0
0 0 0 0 Z{2Z 0
0 0 0 0 Z{2Z ´1
0 0 Z{2Z 0 0 ´2
0 0 Z{2Z 0 0 ´3
Z{2Z 0 0 0 0 ´4
Z{2Z 0 0 0 0 ´5
q
Equation 59. The shape of the spectral sequence for k “ 3.
In this case, CP2 is not a Spin manifold, but since we work over a field of coefficient two, the
isomorphism HW˚pTq˚1 , Tq˚1 ;Z{2Zq – H´˚pΩCP2;Z{2Zq from [AS06] still holds. We therefore
obtain the expected isomorphism
limÝÑ
k
HF˚pΦk2pip∆4q,∆0;Z{2Zq – H´˚pΩCP2;Z{2Zq.
The homology of the loop space ΩCP2 can be computed by considering the fibration ΩS5 Ñ
ΩCP2 Ñ S1 obtained by “looping twice” the standard fibration S1 Ñ S5 Ñ CP2 and (as we
did in Seciton 5.3.1) and applying the Serre spectral sequence (see [FHT12, Chapter 16 (a)]).
Lemma 6.15. For a ground field k of characteristic 2, H˚pΩCP2q – krxs ‘ krys{y2, where x
has degree ´4, and y has degree ´1. 
Remark 6.16. The Floer cohomology of a cotangent fibre Tq˚1 of T
˚CP2 twisted by a projective
twist and another (untwisted) cotangent fibre Tq˚2 Ă T ˚CP2 was computed in [FS05, Theorem
2.13]. Let q1, q2 P CP2 be two distinct points and Tq˚1 , Tq˚2 P T ˚CP2 their associated cotangent
fibres. Then, according to [FS05],
HFpτkCP2pTq˚1q, Tq˚2 ;Z{2Zq – pZ{2Z‘ Z{2Zqk.(62)
7. Implementations
In this last section, we discuss a set of further developments (some more conjectural than others)
catalized by our investigations.
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7.1. The HP2-twist. We can try to apply the theoretical core of this paper to illustrate a
plausible local model for the HP2-twist. To do this, an appropriate Lefschetz fibration with
total space the cotangent bundle T ˚HP2 is necessary.
By [Joh08, Theorem 1] (see Rmk 6.2), there is an exact Lefschetz fibration pi : T ˚HP2 Ñ C
with three singular fibres. The smooth fibre of such a fibration is a clean plumbing of spheres
T ˚S7#S3T ˚S7 along S3 Ă S7, such that the 3-vanishing cycles of the fibration are the two
7-spheres of the core of the plumbing and their surgery ([Joh08, Section 4.9]).
The corresponding algebro-geometric picture (in which the fibration is induced by a Lefschetz
pencil), should arise from a pencil in the space Grp6, 2q, the Grassmannian of 2-dimensional
linear subspaces of a 6-dimensional vector space (there is a Plu¨cker embedding Grp6, 2q ãÑ
CP14). There is a polarised Ka¨hler decomposition of Grp6, 2q as follows.
Lemma 7.1. see e.g [Voe16, Lemma 4.4.1] The space HP2 embeds as an open subvariety of
Grp6, 2q , with closed complement the symplectic Grassmannian SpGrp6, 2q (the Grassmannian
of 2-dimensional symplectic subspaces of a 6-dimensional vector space).
Assuming the existence of such a fibration, we can build an element ϕ P SympctpT ˚HP2q from the
construction of Section 3, and run the same Floer theoretical computations with two Lefschetz
thimbles ∆0,∆8 Ă T ˚HP2. Then, assuming the vanishing of all differentials of the spectral
sequence (34) forced by degree reasons, the Floer cohomology groups would be given by
HFpϕp∆8q,∆0q –
kà
i“1
HFpVpi,8, Vpi,0q –
kà
i“1
H˚pS3;Z{2Zq – pZ{2Z‘ Z{2Zqk.(63)
We could then compare this outcome with the local projective twist τHP2 P pi0pSympctpT ˚HP2qq,
which behaves as follows.
Lemma 7.2. [FS05] Let x, y P HP2 be distinct points and Tx, Ty P T ˚HP2 their associated
cotangent fibres. Then
HFipτkHP2pTxq, Ty;Z{2Zq – pZ{2Z‘ Z{2Zqk.(64)
7.2. The RP3- twist. In the same vein, it should be possible to extend our construction to
provide an adequate local model for the RP3-twist.
Consider a pencil of quadrics in CP3, i.e sections of L “ OCP3p2q. Any smooth quadric in CP3 is
isomorphic to CP1ˆCP1, via the Segre embedding, and two quadrics in CP3 intersect generically
in a 2-torus. Namely, by OCP3p2q|CP1ˆCP1 “ OCP1ˆCP1p2, 2q, the base locus has bidegree p2, 2q,
and the genus formula g “ pd1 ´ 1qpd2 ´ 1q yields g “ 1.
Hence, a pencil described above has base locus B a divisor of bidegree p2, 2q, and 4 singular
fibres. The number of singular fibres follows from
χpCP3q “ 2χpCP1 ˆ CP1q ´ χpBq ´ r.
and χpBq “ 0.
By Example 2.14, for a disc bundle DεT
˚RP3, ε ą 0, there is a symplectomorphism CP3zpCP1ˆ
CP1q – DεT ˚RP3. The fibration CP3zpCP1 ˆ CP1q Ñ CP1 derived from the pencil therefore
induces (as in the previous situations) a Lefschetz fibration
pi : T ˚RP3 Ñ C.(65)
The smooth fibre of pi is exact symplectomorphic to the completion of M :“ CP1 ˆ CP1zB,
there are four singular fibres with associated Lagrangian vanishing spheres V0, V1, V2, V3 ĂM .
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The global monodromy of the fibration pi is a product of the twists along the 4 vanishing
three-spheres and satisfies a generalised lantern relation
τV0τV1τV2τV3 » τV(66)
where τV is a fibred twist along ST
˚RP3 Ñ B.
The construction of Section 3 can be applied to the fibration pi : T ˚RP3 Ñ C above, to obtain a
compactly supported symplectomorphism ϕ P SympctpT ˚RP3q. We conjecture that ϕ is isotopic
to the projective twist τRP3 P pi0pT ˚RP3q.
7.3. Monodromy substitution and symplectic fillings of unit cotangent bundles. Let
pi : E Ñ D be an exact Lefschetz fibration with fibre a Liouville domain pM,ω “ dλq and
monodromy φ P SympctpMq. After rounding off the corners, the boundary BE admits a contact
structure compatible with an open book decomposition pM,λ, φq with page M and monodromy
φ.
Assume pi is induced by a Lefschetz pencil on a polarised symplectic manifold pX,ωXq with
closed fibre a polarised symplectic submanifold pΣ, ωΣq and base locus a symplectic manifold
pB,ωBq Ă pΣ, ωΣq. The complement of the smooth divisor XzΣ is a Liouville domain pW,dαq
([Gir17]) exact symplectomorphic to the total space E, and ΣzB is exact symplectomorphic to
the smooth exact fibre pM,ωq.
In this section we discuss an operation (called monodromy substitution) which exploits the
generalised lantern relation (20) to derive a Morse-Bott-Lefschetz fibration pi1 : E1 Ñ D with
fibre symplectomorphic to pM,ωq, boundary contactomorphic to BE but whose total space E1
is topologically distinguished from E.
In the context of study, the contact boundary BE is a unit cotangent bundle, and such an
operation serves to produce an alternative filling of BE which differs from the standard disc
cotangent bundle.
The monodromy φ P SympctpMq of the fibration pi is a product of positive powers of Dehn
twists, which, by the generalised lantern relation, is isotopic to a fibred Dehn twist φ » τV
along the coisotropic V “ BM . By the general results of Section 2.2, there is a MBL fibration
pi1 : E1 Ñ D with fibre (exact) symplectomorphic to pM,ωq and monodromy τV P SympctpMq.
The total space E1 of the MBL fibration is symplectomorphic to a disc bundle Dε1N˚Σ{X , for
ε1 ą 0 and can be identified with the disc bundle of a line bundle L1 Ñ Σ with c1pL1q “ ´rBs
obtained as the restriction L1 “ L˚|Σ, where L Ñ X is the line bundle satisfying c1pLq “ rΣs.
The boundary of the total space of such a fibration is then modelled on the unit sphere bundle
of L.
The boundary of a MBL fibration pi1 : E1 Ñ D with smooth fibre pM,ω “ dλq and monodromy
φ admits a contact structure compatible to the open book pM,φ, λq ([Oba20, A.2]). Then the
contact boundaries BE and BE1 are both contactomorphic to the open book pM,λ, φq.
Therefore, the contact manifold defined by the open book pM,λ, φq has two “natural” fillings:
one given by the total space of the exact Lefschetz fibration E, and the other by the total
space of the MBL fibration E1. The former is an exact filling, while the latter is a strong filling
([Oba20, Proposition A.3]) which in general contains rational curves.
Theorem 7.3. [Oba20, Corollary A.4] Let pM,ω “ dλq be a Liouville domain, φ P SympctpMq.
Suppose there is a collection of spherically fibred coisotropic submanifolds pV1, . . . , Vkq ĂM such
that φ » τV1 . . . τVk in pi0pSympctpMq. Then, a contact structure compatible with the open bookpM,λ, φq is strongly fillable. 
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The choice of identification of the monodromy, either to a product of twists, or to a fibred Dehn
twist via the generalised lantern relation, gives rise to two (possibly distinguished) symplectic
fillings, and passing from one identification to the other is called a monodromy substitution (see
[EG10, EMVHM11]).
Definition 7.4. [Oba20, 4.3] Let pii : Ei Ñ C, i “ 1, 2 be two (Morse-Bott-) Lefschetz fibrations
with fibre a symplectic manifold pM,ωq and let pVi,1, . . . , Vi,kiq the collection of (coisotropic)
vanishing cycles of pii for some distinguished basis. The two fibrations are related by a mon-
odromy substitution if D1 ď j0 ď mintk1, k2u such that V1,j “ V2,j for any j ă j0 and there is an
isotopy in pi0pSympctpMqq, τV1,j0 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ τV1,k1 » τV2,j0 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ τV2,k2 (then the global monodromies
are also isotopic).
A monodromy substitution can be performed in a general context, and when applicable it
indicates the presence of multiple fillings, potentially non-equivalent (see [Oba20, Example
3.13, Proposition 4.2]). We will see applications in Sections 7.3.1, 7.3.2, 7.3.3.
To examine the topology of the new filling, we need to consider the decomposition of the
polarised symplectic manifold pX,ωXq that generates the Lefschetz pencil/fibration.
In the applications of this paper, we restrict to the special case in which pX,ωXq is a polarised
Ka¨hler manifold to use the results of [Bir01] (summarised in Section 2.3).
Moreover, in every example under study we are in a fortuitous setting in which the decomposition
(2.13) has the shape
X – ΞYDε1NΣ{X ,(67)
for a smooth Lagrangian Ξ Ă X. The Liouville domain pW,dαq is then exact symplectomorphic
to a disc cotangent bundle pDε˚Ξ, dλΞq, and the boundary of the Lefschetz fibration is contac-
tomorphic to the sphere cotangent bundle pST ˚Ξ, ξstdq, with the canonical contact structure
obtained from the Liouville form ξstd :“ kerpλΞ|ST˚Ξq.
Then the monodromy substitution replaces the standard filling of pST ˚Ξ, ξcanq with the bundle
Dε˚1NΣ{X , dual to the normal bundle to the hypersurface Σ Ă X.
7.3.1. Known example: two Stein fillings of ST ˚RP2. Consider the Lefschetz fibration
pi : T ˚RP2 Ñ C of Section 5. After smoothing the corners, the boundary of the total space
is the unit cotangent bundle pST ˚RP2, ξstdq, which, equipped with the standard contact struc-
ture, is contactomorphic to the lens space pLp4, 1q, ξS3q, equipped with the structure induced
by the standard contact structure on S3. By Theorem 7.3, the lantern relation
τV0τV1τV2 » τd1τd2τd3τd4(68)
indicates that the lens space pST ˚RP2, ξstdq admits two fillings. On one hand, the total space of
the Lefschetz fibration pi yields the standard filling, i.e a disc cotangent bundle of RP2. The other
filling is presented as the total space of a MBL (which in this case is also Lefschetz) fibration,
with fibre isomorphic to a 4-punctured sphere, and monodromy given by the product of Dehn
twists around the boundary circles of the fibre (the RHS of (68)). By the decomposition (9),
the total space of the latter is given by a disc normal bundle to the quadric Σ Ă CP2Dε1N˚Σ{CP2 ,
ε1 ą 0, which in this case is isomorphic to OCP1p´4q.
Note that H˚pD˚RP2;Qq – H˚pB4;Qq, where B4 is the 4-ball. Therefore, as shown in [EG10],
a monodromy substitution via the isotopy (68) can be geometrically interpreted as a rational
blowdown, in which a neighbourhood of a sphere with self intersection ´4 is cut out and replaced
by a rational homology ball.
These two distinct fillings coincide with the two minimal Stein fillings of pST ˚RP2, ξstdq »
pLp4, 1q, ξS3q found in [McD90].
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7.3.2. Fillings of ST ˚RP3. We can apply the principles of Section 7.3 as done in the case of
the unit cotangent bundle ST ˚RP2 in 7.3.1, but using the Lefschetz fibration pi : T ˚RP3 Ñ C
constructed in Section 7.2 instead. This serves to identify a “natural” choice of alternative
symplectic filling of ST ˚RP3.
Theorem 7.5. Let pi : T ˚RP3 Ñ C be the Lefschetz fibration (65). The monodromy substitution
performed using the relation (66) yields a strong symplectic fillling of the contact manifold
pST ˚RP3, ξstdq, that is not a Stein filling.
Proof. As in the other examples, we use the lantern relation to perform a monodromy sub-
stitution: between the Lefschetz fibration (restricted over the disc) pi|D : T ˚RP3|D Ñ D with
monodromy τV1τV2τV3τV4 and fibre M – pCP1ˆCP1qzB, and a MBL fibration pi1 : E1 Ñ D with
fibre M and monodromy the fibred tiwst along ST ˚RP3 Ñ B.
The total space E1 is a strong filling of ST ˚RP3 obtained as the normal bundle to CP1ˆCP1 Ă
CP3 with reverse orientation,
E1 – OCP1ˆCP1p´2,´2q.(69)
The topology of E1 reveals that this filling is distinguished from the standard cotangent bundle:
H4pE1;Qq is of rank 2, while H4pD˚RP3;Qq has rank zero. Moreover, the filling (69) is not
exact as the zero section is embedded as a symplectic submanifold.

7.3.3. Fillings of ST ˚CP2. In the spirit of the previous two examples, we can use the generalised
lantern relation (57) to obtain the following.
Proposition 7.6. Consider the Lefschetz fibration pi : T ˚CP2 Ñ C as in (52). The monodromy
substitution performed using the relation (57) yields a strong symplectic filling of the contact
manifold pST ˚CP2, ξstdq which is not exact.
Proof. Consider the restriction pi : T ˚CP2|D Ñ D of the Lefschetz fibration (52) with fibre
exact symplectomorphic to M – DT ˚S3#DT ˚S3, B “ CP2#3CP2 and monodromy φ. After
rounding off the corners, pi has contact boundary contactomorphic to pST ˚CP2, ξstdq. The
lantern relation (57) can be used to operate a monodromy substitution (Section 7.3) to get a
MBL fibration pi1 : E1 Ñ D with fibre M and monodromy τV , for V “ SN˚B{Fl3 Ñ B. The total
space E1 is a strong filling (Theorem 7.3) given by the dual bundle
E1 “ Dε1NFl3{CP2ˆCP2 – OCP2ˆCP2p´1,´1q|Fl3(70)
in that replaces the Lagrangian CP2 with OCP2ˆCP2p´1,´1q, the normal bundle over the Flag
threefold Fl3 Ă CP2 ˆ CP2 with reverse orientation. This symplectic filling is not exact (the
Flag 3-fold is embedded as a symplectic submanifold). 
Remark 7.7. Recall that the Flag 3-fold is isomorphic to the projectivisation PpTholCPnq. If
we consider the hypersurface singularity model of Appendix A, it is tempting to believe that the
strong filling of Theorem 7.6 corresponds to the holomorphic cotangent bundle that appears in
the small resolution of the singular central fibre rχ´1p0q – Th˚olCPn. This is however not the case.
If we consider the holomorphic cotangent bundle with its standard Ka¨hler structure ωK , i.e the
one which renders the zero section S – CP2 Ă Th˚olCP2 as a symplectic (Ka¨hler) submanifold,
we have ωK |S ą 0. The boundary of a neighbourhood of the zero section is contactomorphic to
the unit cotangent bundle ST ˚CP2, and ωK cannot be of contact type when restricted to this
boundary. Namely, the Gysin sequence applied to the unit cotangent bundle ST ˚CP2 Ñ CP2
yields H2pST ˚CP2q – H2pCP2q. Together with the above consideration implies that the cless
rωKs cannot vanish on ST ˚CP2.
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On the other hand, the correct Ka¨hler form for the filling (70) is encoded in the central fibre
(93) the blow up space Bl0Z. Note that a similar phenomenon happens in the well-studied case
of the 3-fold node (see [STY02]).
7.4. Monotone Lagrangian submanifolds of T ˚CP2. As a last note we employ the
fibrations we have constructed to shed light on monotone Lagrangian submanifolds of
pT ˚CP2, λT˚CP2q. Inspired by the Clifford and Chekanov tori in T ˚S2, we study Lagrangian sub-
manifolds obtained via parallel transport of the vanishing cycles of the fibration pi : T ˚CP2 Ñ C.
The Lefschetz fibrations pi : T ˚AP2 Ñ C, A P tR,Cu are natural cousins of the well-studied
Lefschetz fibration on pT ˚S2, dλT˚S2q with smooth fibre pT ˚S1, dλT˚S1q, two critical fibres, one
vanishing cycle V0 (the zero section of the smooth fibre) and a matching sphere corresponding
to the zero section. This fibration arisises from a pencil of conics on pCP1 ˆ CP1, ωFS ‘ ωFSq
(whose base locus is a pair of points), by removing the conic at infinity, the holomorphic
diagonal CP1 – ∆ Ă CP1 ˆ CP1.
In the past two decades, exotic classes of monotone tori in pCP1 ˆ CP1, ωFS ‘ ωFSq and
pCP2, ωFSq have been discovered. In this context, a torus is called exotic if it is not Hamil-
tonian isotopic to the Clifford torus. The most prominent of such tori is the Chekanov torus
([Che96], [CS]).
By a result of Gadbled ([Gad13]), both in CP1 ˆ CP1 and CP2, the Chekanov torus can be
identified with a torus obtain by applying Biran’s circle bundle construction ([Bir06]).
Consider the decomposition of polarised Ka¨hler manifolds (see Section 2.3)
CP2 – DεT ˚RP2 Y C8(71)
CP1 ˆ CP1 – DεT ˚S2 Y∆(72)
where C8 Ă CP2 is the quadric at infinity and ∆ Ă CP1 ˆ CP1 is the holomorphic diagonal.
Since the Chekanov tori are constructed as circle bundles over C8 and ∆ respectively, they
must survive in the complement of these divisors, giving rise to tori in T ˚S2 and T ˚RP2.
It is known that the Chekanov torus in T ˚S2 admits a presentation as Lagrangian submanifold
of the total space of the Lefschetz fibration T ˚S2 Ñ C above. In this picture, the torus emerges
from flowing the vanishing cycle V0 by parallel transport over a loop that does not encirle any
of the critical values. The Chekanov torus is fibred by V0 over this loop.
Question 1. Is there a “natural” analogue of the Chekanov torus in T ˚CP2?
Recall the decomposition
CP2 ˆ CP2 – D˚CP2 Y Σ8(73)
where the divisor at infinity is the Flag 3-fold. We could attempt to answer Question 1 by using
Biran’s circle bundle construction over a three-sphere contained in Σ8, however, unlike for the
equator in S2 – ∆ Ă CP1 ˆ CP1, in this case there is apriori no a preferred choice of sphere.
Given a choice of S3 Ă Σ8, the construction yields a trivial bundle, hence a Lagrangian S1ˆS3 Ă
T ˚CP2. This is because any circle bundle is trivial iff its the Euler class vanishes, and for a
circle bundle over S3 the Euler class would be an element of H2pS3;Zq “ 0.
Another attempt is to look at Lagrangian submanifolds in the total space of the Lefschetz
fibration pi : T ˚CP2 Ñ C, as we do in the next section.
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7.5. Lagrangian in the total space of the standard fibration on C4. We begin by study-
ing monotone Lagrangian submanifolds of C4 obtained by parallel transport in the total space
of the “standard fibration” C4 Ñ C. Consider the standard fibration
q : C4 ÝÑ C
z ÞÝÑ z21 ` z22 ` z23 ` z24
(74)
with smooth fibres q´1pzq “ tpx, yq P C4, |x|2 ´ |y|2 “ 1, xx, yy “ 1u – T ˚S3 for z ‰ 0 and a
singular fibre over 0, in which the zero section of T ˚S3 collapses to a point. The monodromy
around a loop in the base t ÞÑ e2piit is then given by the Dehn twist along this vanishing cycle,
i.e τS3 P SympctpT ˚S3q. For z P C˚, let Vz – S3 Ă q´1pzq be the zero section of the fibre over
z (a representative of the vanishing cycle).
We construct two (distinct) families of Lagrangian S1 ˆ S3 Ă C4 as follows. Let σ : r0, 1s Ñ C
be a loop in the base and let
Tσ :“
ď
zPImpσq
Vz Ă C4.(75)
This is a Lagrangian submanifold of the total space that can be obtained by flowing the vanishing
cycle by parallel transport over the loop σ. If 0 P Impσq then Tσ is an immersed four-sphere
(with a nodal singualrity at 0). If, on the other hand, 0 R Impσq, we call Tσ – S3 ˆ S1 of type
1 if σ encloses the origin, and of type 2 otherwise.
Figure 7. Type 1 (left) and Type 2 (right) Lagrangians
For simplicity, consider the exact Lefschetz fibration f : E Ñ C obtained by cutting the the
fibres into Liouville domains exact symplectomorphic to a disc cotangent bundles DrT
˚S3,
r ą 0, and call the new fibration f : E Ñ C (see [Sei03, Section 1.2] for the original exact local
model).
Lemma 7.8. Let 0 R Impσq. The lagrangian Tσ is monotone.
Proof. Recall that a Lagrangian L Ă pX,ωq is monotone if the the area homomorphism
ω : pi2pX,Lq Ñ R and the Maslov (index) homomorphism µ : pi2pX,Lq Ñ Z are proportional, i.e
@u P pi2pX,Lq, ωpuq “ cµpuq.(76)
By the homotopy long exact sequence for pairs pi2pC4, Tσq – pi1pTσq – Z, for Tσ – S3ˆS1 Ă C4.
The two homomorphisms have to be proportional. 
The characterisation of pseudo-holomorphic discs we present below revolves around the use of a
section count invariant associated to Lefschetz fibrations as defined in [Sei03, Section 2.1]. Let
pJ, jq be a pair of an almost complex structure J on C4 and an almost complex structure j on
C, compatible with pi (as in Definition 2.4).
Let D Ă C be the disc in the base bounded by the loop σ, i.e such that BD “ Impσq, and consider
pseudo-holomorphic sections of the restriction f |D, which are curves s : D Ñ E satisfying
(1) @z P D: fpspzqq “ z.
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(2) spBDq “ spσq Ă Tσ (i.e the section s has a boundary condition defined by Tσ)
(3) Dspzq ` Jpsq ˝Dspzq ˝ j “ 0
Let ME{D :“ ts : D Ñ E satisfies p1q, p2q, p3qu be the moduli space of pJ, jq-holomorphic sec-
tions satisfying the above. A Fredholm analysis can be adapted to this situation to show that
ME{D is a smooth manifold (see [Sei03, Lemma 2.5], [Sei08, p.237]). The choice of almost
complex structures forces J-holomorphic discs in the total space to project to j-holomorphic
discs in the base, so by the open mapping theorem, the moduli space ME{D corresponds to the
moduli space of J-holomorphic discs u : pD, BDq Ñ pE, Tσq. Moreover, ME{D can be identified
with the unit cotangent bundle ST ˚S3 (see [Sei03, Lemma 2.16]).
Lemma 7.9. Assume the loop σ : S1 Ñ C bounding D Ă C is such that 0 P D. Then the
Lagrangian Tσ has minimal Maslov index 4.
Proof. Let NTσ be the minimal Maslov number associated to Tσ Ă C4. The moduli space
ME{D of J-holomorphic discs s : pD, BDq Ñ pX,Tσq with boundary in the homotopy class of
the generating loop of pi1pLq has expected dimension dimpME{Dq “ 4 ` NTσ ´ 3. By the
observation above, we know dimpME{Dq “ 5, so that NTσ “ 4. 
Lemma 7.10. Assume the loop σ : S1 Ñ C bounding D Ă C is chosen such that 0 R D. Then
the Lagrangian Tσ has minimal Maslov index 2.
Proof. Since 0 R D, the restriction f |D : E|D Ñ D can be trivialised so that E|D “ f´1pDq –
DrT
˚S3ˆD. The only non-trivial discs are generated by the base loop σ onto which Tσ projects
to (there is no contribution from the smooth fibre since Tσ|z :“ Tσ X f´1pzq Ă f´1pzq – T ˚S3
are both simply connected). Any disc generated this way has Maslov index 2.

Corollary 7.11. The two Lagrangians are distinguished by their Maslov index, hence they are
neither Lagrangian isotopic, nor Hamiltonian isotopic.

Figure 8. Deformation form a Clifford type Lagrangian (top left) to a Chekanov
type Lagrangian (bottom). Any such deformation is monotone, and there can
be no wall crossing (which would normally occur in the top right stage).
7.6. Monotone Lagrangian S3 ˆ S1 Ă T ˚CP2. Let pi : T ˚CP2 Ñ C the Lefschetz fibration
(52), with smooth fibre M – T ˚S3#S1T ˚S3, critical values Critvppiq “ tw0, w2, w4u and van-
ishing cycles V0, V2, V4. For i “ 0, 2, 4, set Vz,i to be the representative of Vi in the fibre pi´1pzq.
For each critical value wi P Critvppiq there is a pair of Lagrangians S3ˆS1 Ă T ˚CP2 as follows.
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Definition 7.12. For i P t0, 2, 4u, fix wi P Critvppiq. Let σ : S1 Ñ C be a loop in the base of
the fibration pi : T ˚CP2 Ñ C, bounding a disc D with BD “ Impσq, Critvppiq X Impσq “ H and
wj R D if j ‰ i.
There is a monotone Lagrangian
Tσ,wi :“
ď
zPImpσq
Vz,i Ă T ˚CP2(77)
obtained by flowing the vanishing cycle Vi under parallel transport around the loop σ.
We say Tσ,wi is
(1) of Type 1 if wi P D,
(2) of Type 2 if wi R D.
Lemma 7.13. Fix wi P Critvppiq. Let σ1, σ2 : S1 Ñ C be two loops as in Definition 7.12, and
assume that the Lagrangian Tσ1,wi is of type 1, and Tσ2,wi is of type 2, both associated to the
same critical value. Then the Lagrangians Tσ1 and Tσ2 are not Lagrangian isotopic.
Proof. Consider the homotopy long exact sequence for the pair pX,Lq “ pT ˚CP2, S3 ˆ S1q.
Exactness of X and monotonicity of L imply that the Maslov homomorphism µ : pi2pX,Lq Ñ Z
descends to a map µ : pi1pLq Ñ Z, which represents an element of H1pL;Zq. Therefore, we can
use the considerations of the previous section to prove the claim. 
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Appendix A. CPn-singularities
We illustrate another model in which the complex projective twist arises as monodromy of an
isolated hypersurface singularity. This is taken from [Man07, Sections 2.1 and 4.3].
The “local model” of this construction is given by the following subspace of sln`1pCq:
Z :“ tA P sln`1pCq| Dt P C s.t dim pkerpA´ tIdqq ě nu.(78)
Elements of Z are traceless pn` 1qˆ pn` 1q´matrices that have an eigenspace of dimension at
least n. Endow Z with the restriction of the standard symplectic form Ωstd :“ ωCpn`1q2 . The
map
χ : Z Ñ C, A ÞÑ t(79)
that sends a matrix in Z to its eigenvalue with highest multiplicity (at least n) is a fibration
with smooth fibres Zt “ χ´1ptq, t P C˚, and a central fibre Z0 “ χ´1p0q admitting a singularity
at the zero matrix.
Remark A.1. Let C˚ act on C2n`2 by
ζ ¨ px, yq “ pζ ¨ x, ζ´1 ¨ yq, px, yq “ px0, x1, . . . , xn, y0, . . . ynq P C2n`2.(80)
Then Z can be identified with the GIT quotient Z – C2n`2{C˚ ([Man07, Lemma 4.4]), where
the quotient map is given by
f : C2n`2 Ñ Z, fpx, yq “ xT y ´ 1
n
px ¨ yqId.(81)
This is also isomorphic to the symplectic quotient H´1p0q{S1, where H : C2n`2 Ñ R, Hpv, wq “
|v|2´|w|2 is the associated Hamiltonian (moment map), see [Man07, proof of Lemma 4.8]. From
this perspective, we see dimpZq “ 2n` 1.
Lemma A.2. [Man07, Lemma 4.5, 4.8] Any smooth fibre Zt, t P C˚ contains a vanishing
Lagrangian CPn.
Sketch of the proof. Given t P C˚, define
Yt :“ diagpt, t, . . . , t,´ntq P Zt.
Conjugating Yt with an element in Upn` 1q yields another matrix in Zt, so the conjugacy class
Ut :“ tUYtU´1|U P Upn` 1qu(82)
is contained in the fibre Zt. By standard Lie theory, this orbit is isomorphic to Ut – Upn `
1q{pUpnq ˆ Up1qq – CPn. Namely, all the matrices in Ut have one eigenvalue of multiplicity n
and one simple eigenvalue and elements in UpnqˆUp1q Ă Upn`1q stabilise such matrices under
the adjoint action.
The subspace Ut is Lagrangian, as the following reasoning shows. Let γ : r0, 1s Ñ C, γpsq “
p1´ sqt be a path connecting t to 0 in the base of the fibration (79), and consider the parallel
transport map (well defined away from Z0)
Pγ |r0,ws : Zγp0q Ñ Zγpwq.
Then
Ut –
!
A P Zt, Pγ |r0,wspAq is defined near A for all w ă 1, lim
wÑ1Pγ |r0,wspAq Ñ 0
)
(83)
which implies that Ut is a vanishing cycle; its image is transported to the singular point under
Pγ . The isomorphism (83) is proven by showing that the vector field associated to Pγ at A P Zt
is proportional to the tangent map DχpAq– see [Man07, Lemma 4.5 and Lemma 4.8] for the
details.

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Remark A.3. Note that the map χ ˝ f : C2n`2 Ñ C is a reparametrisation of the standard
model z “ px, yq ÞÑ ř2n`2i“1 z2i , so there are parallel transport maps whose vanishing cycles are
2n`1 spheres. These cycles are invariant under the Hamiltonian S1 action, so Z – H´1p0q{S1
implies that the vanishing cycles (83) associated to the parallel transport in Z can be seen as
the quotients of the vanishing spheres of the standard model.
A.0.1. Desingularising by small resolution. We explain how to resolve the singularity of Z0 in
a way that is compatible with the whole family χ; by performing
(1) A small resolution, to obtain a space rχ : rZ Ñ C that has smooth fibres rχ´1ptq “ T ˚CPn
(with Lagrangian zero fibres) and central fibre rχ´1p0q “ Th˚olCPn (holomorphic zero
section)
(2) A blow up in the zero section of the central fibre (the holomorphic CPn).
In [Man07, Sections 2.1-2.2], the author shows that χ has a simultaneous resolution that fits in
the following diagram rZ
rχ

p
// Z
χ

C // C
(84)
The resolution rZ is constructed as follows. Let FpZq be the flag variety associated to the
partition pn, 1q; to any element in A P Z with eigenvalues λi and eigenspaces Li i “ 1, 2 one
can construct the flag
F “ p0 Ă V1 “ L1 Ă V2 “ L1 ‘ L2 “ Cn`1q P FpZq.
where p resolves fibrewise the singularities of χ.
The space
(85) rZ :“ tpX,F q, X P Z, F P FpZq, XVi Ď Vi, X acts on Vi{Vi´1 with weight λiu
projects to Z through the forgetful map
p : rZ ÝÑ Z
pA,F q ÞÑ A.
Proposition A.4. [Man07, Proposition 2.2] The diagram (84) is a simultaneous resolution of
χ, and rχ is a differentiable fibre bundle.
See [Man07] (the proof of this result is beyond the scope of the discussion).
Lemma A.5. For t P C˚, there is an isomorphism rχ´1ptq – χ´1ptq. On the other hand, the
central fibre rχ´1p0q is isomorphic to Th˚olCPn.
Proof. For any A P Z with eigenvalues different from zero (not contained in the central fibre
χ´1p0q), the preimage p´1pAq consists of pairs pA,F q for flags F P FpZq preserved by A. There
is only one such flag, which means that for any t P C˚, we have rχ´1ptq – χ´1ptq.
The central fibre χ´1p0q is made of nilpotent matrices in Z (λi “ 0, i “ 1, 2), with an eigenspace
of dimension at least n.
This means that rχ´1p0q consists of pairs pA,F q P rZ where any matrix A is either the zero
matrix or a matrix of rank 1, similar to a block diagonal matrix with one Jordan-block of size
2 and n´ 1 Jordan-blocks of size 1.
To any such matrix A, the associated flag F P FpZq can be any element in the flag variety.
In our case the flag variety is isomorphic to the Grassmannian of n´dimensional subspaces of
Cn`1, which corresponds to CPn.
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As a complex projective variety, the flag variety FpZq – CPn is a holomorphic subvariety of
the central fibre rχ´1p0q.
Then, the projection
(86)
pi :rχ´1p0q ÝÑ FpZq – CPn
pA,F q ÞÑ F
is the holomorphic cotangent bundle Th˚olCPn.
Namely, over any F “ p0 Ă V1 Ă V2 “ Cn`1q P FpZq
pi´1pF q “ tpA,F q P rχ´1p0q, A P EndpCn`1q : AVi Ď Vi´1u – HompV2{V1, V1q.
It is then known that HompV2{V1, V1q is isomorphic to a fibre TF˚CPn of the cotangent bundle.

The picture that one should keep in mind is the following. The “vanishing” CPn’s arising as
Lagrangian zero sections of the smooth fibres χ´1ptq – rχ´1ptq limit to the holomorphic CPn in
the resolved central fibre rχ´1p0q – Th˚olCPn.
We then perform a blow up of rZ at CPn Ă rχ´1p0q, that we denote by Zˆ :“ BlCPn rZ
Zˆ
χˆ

pˆ
// rZ
rχ

p
// Z
χ

C // C // C
(87)
The submanifold CPn Ă rZ is a smooth, so the exceptional divisor of Zˆ is given by the pro-
jectivisation of its normal bundle νCPn{ rZ – Th˚olCPn ‘ O where O is the trivial bundle (the
component of the normal bundle in the base direction). On the other hand, the restriction of
the exceptional divisor to the central fibre is given by
E – PpTh˚olCPnq(88)
(E is the exceptional divisor of the blow up of the central fibre at the holomorphic zero sec-
tion, BlCPn rχ´1p0q). In the resolved central fibre, we therefore have a S1-bundle ST ˚CPn Ñ
PpTh˚olCPnq (see for example [BT13, Chapter IV]).
The boundary of a tubular neighbourhood of the Lagrangian zero section of a smooth fibre is
contactomorphic to ST ˚CPn, and since the transformations we have performed are local at the
singularity 0 P Z0, so is the boundary of a neighbourhood of E Ă χˆ´1p0q.
A.0.2. Desingularising via blow up. Another way of resolving the singularity 0 P Z is to directly
blow up Z in this singular point. To perform this (singular) blow up, we need a set of linear
equations describing Z Ă Cpn`1q2 ; we do this using linear algebra facts.
Lemma A.6. Let z “ pzqij be a matrix of any dimension. The rank of z is at most 1 if and
only if all the 2ˆ 2 minors of z vanish. 
Recall
Z :“ tA P sln`1pCq| Dt P C s.t dim pkerpA´ tIdqq ě nu Ă Cpn`1q2 .
For A P Z, the matrix z “ A´ t ¨ Id has rank at most one (for any allowed eigenvalue t of A)
this implies that all the p2 ˆ 2q minors of such matrices must vanish, and the space Z can be
defined by a set of linear homogenous equations in degree two. Recall that non-zero eigenvalues
come in pairs t1 “ ´t2, and rankpA´ ti ¨ Idq “ 1, while if t “ 0, rankpAq “ 0.
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To blow up Z at the zero matrix, we first the blow up the ambient space Cpn`1q2 at 0 P Cpn`1q2 ;
denote that by Bl0Cpn`1q
2
. The exceptional divisor of this blow up is a copy of CPpn`1q2´1.
Then, the exceptional divisor of the blow up Z “ Bl0Z is obtained by restricting E to the set of
linear equations given by the vanishing of the minors for the eigenvalue t “ 0; this corresponds
exactly to the image of CPn ˆ CPn into CPpn`1q2´1 under the Segre embedding.
Definition A.7. Recall the Segre embedding is defined as
Σ: CPm ˆ CPn Ñ CPpm`1qpn`1q´1(89)
prx0 : x1 : ¨ ¨ ¨ : xms,ry0 : y1 : ¨ : ynsq ÞÑ rx0y0 : x0y1 : ¨ ¨ ¨ : xiyj : ¨ ¨ ¨ : xmyns
By identifying the coordinates of CPpm`1qpn`1q´1 with the entries zij “ xiyj of an pn ` 1q ˆ
pm` 1q-matrix z, we can write the embedding as
(90)
¨˚
˝ z00 ¨ ¨ ¨ z0n... ...
zm0 ¨ ¨ ¨ zmn
‹˛‚“
¨˚
˝x0...
xm
‹˛‚b `y0 ¨ ¨ ¨ yn˘
The description above indicates that the image of the Segre embedding admits a presentation
(90) as a matrix obtained by the Kronecker product of two vectors. In particular, this implies
that the image ΣpCPmˆCPnq Ă CPpm`1qpn`1q´1 can be thought of as the set of pm`1qˆpn`1q
matrices with rank at most 1.
Lemma A.8. The exceptional divisor of the blow up Z “ Bl0Z is CPn ˆ CPn.
Proof. The exceptional divisor of this blow up is the set of matrices with the property that all
2 ˆ 2 minors vanish, and this must be contained in CPpn`1q2´1. This is precisely the image of
the Segre embedding of ΣpCPn ˆ CPnq Ă CPpn`1q2´1. 
The normal bundle to the exceptional divisor E “ CPn ˆ CPn is the restriction
Bl0pCpn`1q2q|E – OCPnp´1q bOCPnp´1q,
and we have a diagram
OCPnp´1q bOCPnp´1q

OCPnp´1q b Cn`1

CPn ˆ CPn pm,n // CPn
(91)
The blow up Z “ Bl0Z is the endspace Zˆ obtained after performing 1) and 2) in the previous
subsection, and blowing down one of the CPn factors of CPnˆCPn Ă Z yields a small resolution
of Z. There are two such resolutions, one of which corresponds to rZ, and another one that we
call Z 1. Denote by bi the blow-up maps associated to pri.
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(92)
Z
s.res1 b s.res2
rZ b1 Z “ Bl0Z b2 Z 1
In the diagram, the explanations above translate in the relation b “ s.resi ˝ bi, i “ 1, 2. The
dashed arc should be the analogue of a Mukai flop (see [ADM19]).
Therefore, the central fibre of Bl0Z can be seen as the reducible variety
OCPnˆCPnp´1,´1q|PpT˚holCPnq YPpT˚holCPnq CPn ˆ CPn.(93)
Appendix B. Clean Lagrangian plumbings
We construct the clean plumbing of two Riemannian manifolds Q1, Q2 along a submanifold
B Ă Qi, i “ 1, 2 following [Abo11, Appendix A]. Given B,Q1, Q2 closed smooth manifolds,
for each i “ 1, 2 an embedding B ãÑ Qi and an isomorphism % : NB{Q1 Ñ N˚B{Q2 . Pick a
Riemannian metric on B, an inner product and a connection on NB{Q1 – N˚B{Q2 (which induces
an inner product and connection on NB{Q2). This data induces a metric on the total spaces
NB{Qi , and a nieghbourhood Ui of B Ă Qi can be identified with a disc subbundle DNB{Qi of
radius  ą 0. With this identification we write x P Ui as x “ pa, bq for b P B, a P DpNB{Qiqb
(the fibre over b).
For each x “ pa, bq P Ui, the connection gives a decomposition of the fibres Tx˚Qi – Tb˚ B ‘pN˚B{Qiqb. We get an identification of a neighbourhood of B Ă T ˚Qi as
DNB{Qi ‘DT ˚B ‘DN˚B{Qi .(94)
Let Vi be a bounded neighbourhood of Qi Ă T ˚Qi which in (94) coincides with DT ˚B‘N˚B{Qi
over Ui – DNB{Qi .
Definition B.1. (1) As a smooth manifold, the clean plumbing M :“ T ˚Q1#BT ˚Q2 of
Q1, Q2 along B is defined by gluing V1 to V2 along DNB{Q1 ‘DT ˚B ‘DN˚B{Q1 Ă V1
identified with DNB{Q2 ‘DT ˚B ‘DN˚B{Q2 via %, ´p%˚q and idT˚B.
(2) The plumbing construction inherits an exact symplectic structure, since the identification
maps of p1q preserve the canonical structures on T ˚Qi. Let Zi be the standard radial
Liouville vector field on Vi. We define a Liouville vector field Z on the plumbing by
letting Z “ ρ1Z1 ` ρ2Z2, for smooth functions ρ : M Ñ r0, 1s supported on Vi. Then
this endows the plumbing M with an exact symplectic structure.
The submanifolds Qi Ă M are embedded as exact Lagrangians, and M retracts to the union
Q1 YB Q2.
Remark B.2. Note that this construction provides a local model for the geometry of a sym-
plectic manifold admitting two Lagrangian submanifolds that intersects cleanly along a common
submanifold (see [Abo11]).
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